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FORESTRY COOPERATIVES FOR DIVERSE MANAGEMENT GOALS: 
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INDUSTRIAL PRIVATE FOREST OWNERS ENROLLED IN THE TREE 
GROWTH TAX PROGRAM 
By Brian Jonathan Schneider 
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Degree of Master of Science 
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December, 2005 
Owners of small, non-industrial woodland parcels in the United States 
maintain heterogeneous managenlent goals for their individual parcels. Research has 
shown that timber harvesting is becoming less of a priority for this landowner group. 
In addition, average parcel size for tliese ownerships has decreased noticeably over 
the past 20 years. Parcelization, forest fraglxentation and the presence of varied 
landowner goals colnplicate the matter of conducting ecologically sound, financially 
feasible forest management. 
? - I he purpose of this study was to present thee  forestry cooperative niodels to 
small, non-industrial woodland owners in Maine and to ascertain interest levels. 
Cooperative models were based on existing orga~~izations and have been designed to 
facilitate ecologically sensitive forest management. The cooperatives are focused on 
endorsing active timber production in an ecological context while addressing the 
multitude of landowner ob-iectives. 
A survey was sent to 1500 landowners in tlie organized townships of Maine 
wit11 a response rate of 3 1.3 percent (470 total useable returns). Questions were 
designed to explore landowner management priorities, landow~~er satisfaction with 
their current nianagenient regime, and interest in tlie tliree cooperative models. Chi- 
square analysis was used and logistic regression niodels were created to test the 
impact of various landowner characteristics on interest in the tlwee cooperatives. 
Of the three niodels, landowner interest was highest for the "lVetworl<", 
followed by the "Marlteting Cooperative". Least popular was the "Woods Bank" in 
which landowners relinquish property rights for an annual dividend based on the fair- 
market value of their land. Interest in cooperatives in general was positively 
correlated with the desire to protect nature and biological diversity, an interest in 
cooperation for the purposes of ecosysteni management, the desire to collectively 
own wood processing facilities for the purposes of retaining more of the value-added 
from wood harvested, and a long planning horizon for recreation activities. Sonie 
differences were evident regarding interest in tlie three individual cooperative 
organizations. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 
The focus of this research resls on the notion that cooperative management 
regimes, while co~iibating the ecological effects of forest fragmentation and allowing 
landscape-scale ecosystem management, may allow non-industrial, private forest 
(NIPF) landowners to profitably realize all of the goals they have for their i~idividual 
property. The lando~v~iers in this st~tdy were presented with exaiilples of cooperative 
programs designed to endorse timber production on non-industrial, private forestland 
in a way that maximizes the beneiit to tlie larger forest ecosystem, local community, 
and individual landowner. 
Overall landowner satisfaction with current forest management and reaction to 
the spectrum of cooperative opportu~iities were analyzed to determine the overall 
potential for forestry cooperatives throughout the state. The extent to which interest in 
cooperatives is explained by landowner management priorities, parcel characteristics, 
and other demographic information is discussed. Furthermore, the implicatio~~s of 
forest parcelization and fragmentation in the context of forest ecosystem management 
will be addressed. 
Currently, the forest management paradigm of multiple-use, sustained yield is 
being challenged by tlie new archetype ofecosyste~n ma~iageiiient. The goals of 
protecting biodiversity and focusing management at a scale more adequate to 
encompass natural processes are implicitly stated within the current deii~litiolls of 
ecosystem manageme~~t (Fra~~ltlin, 1989; Gordon, 1994; Grurnbine, 1994; Island, 
1994; Salwasser, 1994) but reaching these goals is hindered by increasing 
fragmentation of private forestland (Sample, 1994; Sampson and Decoster, 2000). 
Furthertl~ore, the flow of forest products from these private forests is reduced as 
timber income becomes less of a priority for sniall woodland owners (Birch, 1994; 
Dennis, 1989; 1992; Stevens et al., 1999; Young and Reichenbach, 1987 ) and as a 
result of the economy of scale needed for a profitable timber sale (Row, 1978; Stralca, 
Wisdom, and Moak, 1984; Tl~otnpson and Jones, 198 1 )  . 
A variety of State and Federal cost-share programs have been created for the 
purposes of facilitating reforestation, timber stand improvement (TSI), and taking 
some of the financial burden off of responsible forest managers in the face of 
develop~nent pressure (Haines, 1995; Moulton, 1999). Tliough reforestation and TSI 
cost-share programs have been utilized, landowner involvenlent does not necessarily 
translate into sustainable timber harvesting when those trees are mature (Kluender, 
Walltingstick, and Pickett, 1999). Those current-use tax programs that are designed to 
encourage timber management and harvesting (Maine Revenue Service, 2003) may 
not appeal to landowners who do not see timber ~nanagement as a primary reason for 
owning forestland (Young, Reichenbach, and Perlcuhn, 1985). 
The idea of a forest landowner cooperative is not a new one. In Sweden, 
landowner cooperatives have operated for decades, successfi~lly obtaining marlcet 
influence and in some cases even owning paper processing facilities (Icittredge, 
2003). Forestry cooperatives based on the model of those for agricultural purposes 
have been present in the United States since the early 1900's. Virtually all of the 
forestry cooperatives in the United States have failed due to insufficient interest and 
member support, inadequate capital, lack of sufficient business volume, or illadequate 
management (Dempsey and Markeson, 1969). Full marketing cooperatives have 
suffered the same fate as those established earlier in the century, encountering 
managerial problems, lack of loyal membership, and a lack of capital in tlie absence 
of government subsidy funding (Hancoclc County Planning Commission, 1999; 
Sustainable Woods Cooperative, 2003). Several cooperatives currently being 
developed in the United States offer landowners a full spectrum of involvenient, risk 
and reward. l'lie cooperative programs currently being nianaged and developed range 
from loose-knit networlcs of foresters, landowners, extension agents, and value-added 
processors to full scale processing arrangements in which members of tlie cooperative 
eventually market products from wood grown 011 their land, ~lnilled and dried with 
cooperative equipnient. 
111 the United States, landowner networl<s with looses involvement 
requirements have been more successf~il (Barten et al., 2001; Small Woodlalid 
Owners Association of Maine, 2004; Vermont Family Forests, 2004). Tliese 
arrangements allow landowners to gain access to, and share costs of ~iianagement, 
which may entail some fortn of "green" certification. Landowners in some instances 
also share the cost of production and marketing of traditionally lower value material 
removed in preconimercial thinning treatments and other silvicultural procedures 
designed to enhance tlie future value of the forest. Educational worlcshops organized 
by resource professionals for landowners and others in the forestry comn~unity are 
administered through the network as well. 
Aside from the econonlic gain realized through cooperation, cooperative 
organizations may allow actjacent landowners to collaborate on manage~nent with the 
larger landscape and ecosystem processes in mind. While an individual parcel can be 
successh~lly managed for a sustainable flow of timber, an ecosystem based approach, 
focused on wildlife habitat, watershed characteristics, and natural disturbance patterns 
would require a larger land-base. Programs have been developed focusing on 
organizing landowners within a watershed context (Riclienbach and Reed. 2002) and 
within areas of parlicular environine~ital sensitivity, as i n  the case of The Nature 
Conservancy's Forest Bank program (Dedriclc et al., 2000). 
Given the extent of forestland held by private owners, and the small fraction 
of owners who actively manage their land for timber purposes (Birch, 1994), the 
impact of forest landowners who do not manage is extensive. If the goal of ecosystem 
management is to be worked toward witliiu the state of Maine, and the holding of 
private land for forest resource production is desired, then it is clear that collaboration 
must occur across political and ownership boundaries. As landowners begin to place 
non-timber benefits, e.g. aesthetics, wildlife, and recreation, as Iiiglier priorities than 
tiinber management, it may become necessary to incorporate timber produc~ioii nto 
non-timber management strategies. 
CHAPTER 2 
A NEW FORESTRY PARADIGM 
Lundo~lner Allil~ide.~ 
Tlie apparent shift in NIPF lalidowner priorities has been well doculnented 
(Alig, Lee, and Moulton, 1990; Dennis, 1992; Egan, 1997). Perhaps the most 
consequential of recent findings is that timber harvesting is becoming less important 
as a primary motivation for timber holdings among NIPF landowners (Brunson et a[., 
1996; Stevens et al., 1999). Increasingly, landowners are concerned with non-tili~ber 
related benefits from their forests including recreational opportunities, aesthetic 
enjoyment, and solitude. 
According to the State of Maine Silvicult~u.al Activities Report (2000-2004) 
the total number of harvested acres, iiom parcels under 1,000 acres, has declined 
steadily since 1999. Statewide harvest levels have ret~~ained steady due to increased 
production from the industrial forest. 
As a result of the growing concern regarding 111e amount of land held by NIPF 
landowners, and the changing landowner priorities, it nlaltes sense to develop 
management regimes around heterogeneous ownership objectives (Icline, Alig, and 
Johnson, 2000). 
Though many landowners do not actively harvest on their land, they may not 
be ethically opposed to the practice (Jones, Luloff, and Finley, 1995). As implied by 
Egan and Jones (1993), in order to facilitate active management among NIPF 
landowners, the focus must be placed on forest amenities important to landowners 
Ecosyster17 Muncgement 
In conjunction with the shift in landowner attitudes towards forest 
management, there has been a steady shift in the way scientists and resource 
professionals are viewing proper management. The term "ecosystem management" is 
slowly replacing the idea of "multiple-use" managenlent. The concept of ecosystenl 
nianagement, as Grunibine ( 1  994) states, is a "f~~ndamental re.framing of how humans 
may work with nature." Gordon ( 1  994) suggests that ecosystem management marks a 
change in forestry thinking from the focus on stable wood flow and output 
production, to a focus on environmental inputs, interactions, and processes. 
Although the specific components to include in individual ecosystem 
management plans are continually debated, there has been sonie consensus regarding 
the general focus of such endeavors. Within the context of ecosystem management, i t  
is implied that management boundaries are defined by natural processes for the 
purposes of maintaining biodiversity, wildlife habitat, water quality, alld natural 
disturbance patterns. NIPF management will be crucial to any ecosystem 
management program due to the patchwork appearance of those lands within 
ecological boundaries (Sample, 1994). The need to manage across political and 
property boundaries due to increasing land fragmentation (Egan alld Luloff, 2000; 
Sample, 1994; Sampson and DeCoster, 2000) is a con~nion concern, as is an overall 
focus on landscape level function and resource protection (Ricltenbach et al., 1998). 
The imple~nentation of ecosystem management principles relies on the 
participation of NIPF landow~~ers. A forestry cooperative could be an effective way to 
organize la~ldowners who wish to operate under such a pliilosophy. Past research has 
den1onstrated that landowners in certain instances would be responsive lo 
collaborative agreements for the purposes of ensuring environn~entally sound 
nlanagement. Rickenbach et al. (1998) demonstrated in their survey of landowners in 
Franl<lin County, Massachusetts that there is favorable interest in collaborating with 
neighbors as a means of managing at a landscape level, however, participation extent 
and involvement costs were not examined in the survey. Brunson et al. (1996), in 
their survey of landowners residing in Indiana, Utah, and various Southeastern states, 
established that a ma.jority of survey responde~lts would like to see a similar 
partnership at work before deciding if they would become i~~volved in one 
themselves. Rickenbach and Reed (2002) identified a stewardship ethic among 
landowners as the primary catalyst for involvement in an Oregon Watershed Council 
program. Aversion to program encroachment on property rights and uncertainty 
regarding the effectiveness of the Council were principle deterrenls to the program. 
Jacobson, Abt, and Carter (2000) suggest that a likely target for the creation of a 
successful collaborative management program would be landowners who believe not 
only in managing land for timber but for amenities inc1~1ding wildlife and water 
quality, further stressing the need for a plan that encompasses more than just 
profitable timber harvesting. 
Though the potential for collaborative ecosystem nianage~nent is encoiiragi~~g, 
such a prograni is unliltely to be adopted merely because i t  addresses a wide range of 
landowner considerations. Though i t  has been shown that timber l~arvesting is 
decreasing as a priority for small woodland owners, management programs still must 
ensure a certain level of profitabiljty to encourage involvenient. Private landowners 
have little financial incentive to cooperate due to the fact that non-timber amenities 
have little, if any, niarket value. (Stevens et al., 1999). 
A cooperative management program, with a focus on ecologically sound 
harvesting of wood products, may be successful in maintaining a sustainable flow of 
forest resources while maintaining the ecological integrity of private land. Under the 
umbrella of the cooperative, landowners would have access to resources allowing 
them to profitably reach their individual, non-timber goals. 
Parcelizcrtion, F~*agmentntion and The Eflect on Con~rnt~nily S tab~ l i~y  
As described by Best (2002)' fragmentation is defined as a reduction of 
contigi~oirs forestland, creating smaller, isolated patches. Fragmentation may occur 
naturally through disturbance or it may be human induced, through the crealion of 
roads, residential and agricultural develop~nent, and timber harvesting. The term 
parcelization refers to the division of single ownership tracts into srnaller parcels with 
multiple owners. 'Though the two terms have often been used interchangeably, it is 
iinportant to recognize that fragmentation refers to a forest's ability to nlaintain 
ecological function; parcelization is a land ownership pattern. The pattern of 
parcelization, marked by an increase in the number of landowners with varying 
objectives, may lead to fragmentation as forestland is co~lverted for other uses 
(Mehmood and Zhang, 200 1). 
In their study offorest parcelization in the United States, Mehmood and 
Zhang (2001) found several contributjng factors. The authors divided the causes of 
parcelization into two groups, supply factors and demand factors. The supply factors 
of significance included death and regulatory uncertainty. Death often results in 
parcelization as land is divided among heirs, or land is sold to pay for estate and 
inheritance taxes. Though Mehlnood and Zhang found the death rate variable to be 
significantly correlated to parcel size in states tliroughout the U.S., the variable meant 
to account for the effects of estate and inl~eritance taxes was not significant. The 
authors warn that the tax variable should be acltnowledged with caution as the estate 
and inheritance tax information for individual woodland parcels was not available. 
Instead, taxes collected on all property types were used as a proxy. The death rate 
variable was independent of the tax variable. A state's political environmental 
friendliness, as discerned from legislative voting records, was used as tlie measure of 
regulatory iuncertainty. On the demand side, income levels, availability of financial 
assistance, and level of urbanization were found to be significantly correlated to the 
number of NIPF parcels within each state. 
Similarly, Best (2002) acltnowledges the impact of an aging foreslland owner 
base. In her estimation, 93 million acres of forest, owned by individuals 65 years old 
or greater is currently undergoing some form of intergenerational transfer. Best 
fi~rther adds that over the next decade, 54 million more acres will begin to undergo 
this process. In situations where there are multiple heirs, heirs with competing values, 
or perl~aps 110 heirs with an interest in maintaining a forest propesty , the contiguous 
forest resource is often at rislc. Similar to Mehmood and Zhang's (2001) hypothesis, 
Best points to the need for heirs to pay estate taxes as an important factor in the 
liquidation or sale of forest parcels. 
The shift in industrial forest ownersl~ip is another factor described by Best as 
possibly influential to the parcelization of large forestland tracts. The previous decade 
has witnessed a restructuring of large pulp and paper companies for tlie purposes of 
remaining competitive in the global market and increasing financial return for 
shareholders. Best estimates that some 20 lnillion acres of industrial forestland 
throughout the country have changed hands in this fashion in the past decade alone. 
The implication for parcelization is curious given the fact that, at least in the state of 
Maine, large parcels have remained intact with ownersliip transfer and in son~e  cases 
land has been consolidated, though management priorities often change with a shift in 
landowner. 
The problen~s associated with parcelization, and the subsequent forest 
fragmentation that is oilen a result, are exacerbated by what Egaii and Luloff (2000) 
term "the exurbanization of America's forests". Exurbanization refers to the 
migration of urban residents to riu-a1 enviro~unents. The population shift and 
demographic change in exurban areas may resi~lt in conflict regarding resource use 
and protection as 11atural resource values differ among new and old residents. The 
n~eeting of urban and rural interests is often referred to as the urban-rural interface. 
As Vaux ( 1  982) describes, the urban-rural interface cannot be regarded as only the 
geographic region where forest managenlent meets urban development, i t  should be 
considered a political arena for tlie djscussion of competing forestland values. 
In their study of the effect of urban sprawl on timber harvesting activity in 
Mississippi and Alabama, Barlow et al. (1 998) found a variety of factors associated 
with the urban-rural interface as detrimental to tlie amou~it of wood available for 
harvest. Close proximity to urban land uses, higher population densities, and close 
proximity to urban centers were identified as factors that reduced harvest levels. The 
authors further commented that as Inore land at the interface is pllysically converted 
to an urban use, the non-timber amenity value of the remaining forestland increases. 
The increased value of the remaining timberland results in less management for 
timber production and more inanagenient for non-timber values. 
Sampson and DeCoster (2000) suggest several reasons contributing to 
fragmentation. Off-balance taxation, a situation in which developed areas receive 
benefits which often exceed taxes paid while rural land is taxed at levels too high for 
sustai~~able timber nlanage~nent income to offset, is cited as a detriment to the 
conservation and management of forestland. Rural areas surrounded by urban centers 
are often at risk of a demographic shift. As urban individuals, lilcely wealthier and 
younger than the current rural inhabitants, move into rural areas, productive land is at 
risk of being converted into sinaller parcels maintained for non-forestry, non-farming 
practices. The authors essentially describe a chain-reaction in wl~ich more rural land 
beco~nes urbanized, pushing out t l~e  infi-astructure needed to lnaintai~l forestry 
operations. As timber product marltets and opportunities for foresters and logging 
contractors diminish, those individuals, and the businesses that support them are 
forced to move away. Tlius, the remaining forested area that would be available for 
management is left idle, furtl~er educing the number of acres of working forest. 
Sampson and DeCoster suggest three challenges for foresters in light of increasing 
urbanization. First, foresters must help people manage very small properties well. 
Second, resource professionals must Iielp local govern~nents plan growth patterns to 
aid in the conservation of productive land. Lastly, it is important for foresters to 
convince tlie conservation community that forest sustainability is linked to long-term 
econornic stability. 
Tlie flight of urban residents to niore rural areas has created what Shands 
(1991) termed the "interaction edge effect." The interaction edge effect results as 
niore people occupy sn~aller parcels, resulting in more instances of conflict among 
landowners with competing land values. New residents who desire accessible 
forestland for the purposes of non-timber uses are more likely to clasli with long-term 
residents who value more consuniptive uses. In light of tlie land expectations of new 
residents, Shands declared the need for not only an adjustn~ent in management 
practice but in the thinking of managers themselves. A rising challenge for foresters 
over time will be the process of balancing tlie needs of all residents and maintaining a 
flow of forest products while remaining sensitive to the needs of non-traditional forest 
users. 
Lowe and Pinhey (1982) demonstrated that environmental sensibility differs 
between rural and urban residents. Based on their nationwide survey, the autllors 
found significant data to suggest that urban individuals sllow a greater concern for 
environniental issues. The survey relied on evaluating respondent support for 
enviro~~mental protection based on the relative stated amount of liloney respondents 
felt the government should allocate to several national problems. Problems included 
the nation's crinie rate, education systems, and improving and protecting the 
environment. Tlie study further established that respondents raised in metropolitan 
areas sllowed the highest level of environmental support. 
In their comparative study of permanent and seasonal residents in a Wisconsin 
vacation community, Green et al. (1996) discovered a higher level of support for local 
econoinic development among full-time residents. Seasonal residents were more 
liltely to support land use planning measures for environmental protection. Forest 
products has traditionally been the major industry for the county, roundwood being 
the principal raw material. The county, at the time of the study, was approximately 50 
percent occupied by vacation homes. Since the 1950's, tourism has grown in 
importa~~ce as an income source for the area. Focus group discussions revealed full- 
time residents as more concerned with the tax base and economic development. 
Recreational honleowners were more concerned with environme~~ta[ protection and 
the availability of services. Survey results showed full-time residents as supportive of 
wood processing and manufacturing for maintaining economic stability. Seasonal 
residents generally felt wood processing should not be an important aspect of the 
county's economic growth. 
Local community stability is often an implied goal of forest management in 
resource dependent regions. As described by Waggener ( 1  977), community stability 
is not a concept easily defined. The earliest definitions of corun~unity stability 
assumed a linear relationship between the amount of forest products produced locally 
and the subsequent amount consumed. This assumed relationship evolved into the 
notion that a resource dependent cotnnlunity is most stable when buttressed by a 
sustained, non-declining flow of forest products from the local land base. However, in 
an industrialized society, local production is not necessarily required to satisfy h e  
needs of consumers. 
The inherent difficulty in defining what is community stability complicates 
the matter of shaping specific forest nlanagement techniques around such a goal. 
Machlis and Force (1988), in their review of literature on timber-dependent 
communities, state that most generally, conmunity stability can be considered a 
"form of dynamic equilibrium and can best be discer~~ed relative to specific 
situations." Measures of con~munity stability have il~cluded employment, income, 
price levels, timber-con~pany profits, property valuations, and the level of 11011-market 
goods and services. Machlis and Force (1988) emphasize that commuiiity stability 
cannot be judged in econoinic terms only, pointing to the need for socio-cultural 
indicators as well. 
In tlieir study of forest dependent areas in Alabama, Bliss, Walltingstick, and 
Bailey ( 1  998) discovered that concentrated resource ownership and highly specialized 
products were detrimental to resource dependent con~munities. The authors found 
concentrated resource owners contributed much to the economic stability of the area, 
tlioi~gli negative impacts on the environmental and social well-being of the 
corninunities outweighed those eco~iomic benefits. These findings are somewhat in 
contrast to the notion that a reduction in parcelization would result in a healtl~ier 
resource dependent community. I t  becomes apparent that the forces of parcelization 
are not inherently detrin~ental to ecological integrity nor is a concentrated resource 
base inherently beneficial. What is detrimental is the physical fragmentation that 
results as new owners convert the forest resource into a non-forest entity or as 
management is hindered by competing landowner goals. Concentrated ownerships 
may also be destructive if the long tern1 health and stability of both the land base and 
social enviro~lment are not considered. Cooperative management programs may 
provide incentives for la~ldowners to maintain forestland as such, and to organize 
these smaller parcels towards sound forest management. What could r e s ~ ~ l t  fsom 
cooperation is a resource base managed with a greater amount of co~~tinuity, and a 
landowner base whose individual objectives are recognized. 
CHAPTER 3 
THE ROLE OF COST SHARE PROGRAMS AND FINANCIAL INCENTIVES 
Federal cost sharing programs, designed with the productivity of private 
forests in mind, were meant to stimulate reforestation and timber stand improvement 
activities by covering the up-t'sont costs. (Haines, 1995). The Agricultural 
Conservation Program (ACP), established in 1936, was the first federal incentive 
program with tree p[anting as the prin~ary forestry concern. Under the ACP, total tree 
planting had reached 7.1 million acres by 1994 (Moulton, 1999). The birth ofthe 
Forestry Incentives Program (FIP) occurred in response to declining funding for 
forestry practices in the 1 9 6 0 ' ~ ~  as most landowners utilized the ACP program for 
agricultural purposes sucli as soil and water conservation activities. FIP was 
developed to sti~nulate forest management including timber stand improvement, 
reforestatio1.1, and afforestation practices on NlPF lands (Kluender, Wall<ingstick, and 
Pickett, 1999). The FIP program contributed to 188,000 acres of reforestation 
plai~tings i n  1994 alone. (Moulton, 1999). 
Other federal programs included the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) 
and the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP) The Stewardship Incentives Program 
(SIP) required a coinprehensive multi-resource plan for all contiguous acres witliin 
the forest ownership (Haines, 1995). The SIP was established within the 1990 Farm 
Bill and allowed the Forest Service to provide both financial and technical assistance 
on private lands. The multi-resource plan, or Forest Stewardship Plan, for a given 
parcel had to be prepared and reviewed by resource professionals approved by the 
state (Moulto~i, 1999). 
As part of the 2002 Farni Bill, The Forest Land Enhancement Program 
(FLEP) replaced the SIP as an optional cost-sharing program for individual states. In 
the program's inaugural year, 20 niillion dollars were allocated to individual state 
forestry agencies. State-administered FLEP assistance is si~nilar to that of the SIP and 
is dictated by seven principles. FLEP principles focus specifically 011 protecting and 
enlia~~cing the NIPF land-base while protecting ecological processes, as well as 
sustaining the long-tenm production of timber and non-timber forest resources 
(Broclman, 2005). In the State of Maine, FLEP assistance is administered through 
the WoodsWISE program of the Maine Forest Service. Landowners statewide who 
own 10 to 1,000 forested acres may be eligible for WoodsWlSE services, which 
usually entail financial and technical assistance to landowners adhering to the 
standards set by the Maine Forest Service. Ei~rollees must have a written management 
plan for the area in whicl~ work will be carrjed out, adn~inistered by a Maine Forest 
Service District Forester, or another private Maine Licensed Professional Forester 
eligible to provide services under the program. Under the WoodsWISE FLEP 
program, landowners may receive up to a 50% reimbursement for forestry activities. 
The increasing need for NIPF timber production, and the subsequent focus on 
cost-share incei~tives, can be attributed partially to the decreasing a~noilnt of ti~nber 
harvested annually fro111 federally owned forests due to the desire to n~aintain old- 
growth forests and wildlife habitat, pasticularly in the Pacific Northwest (Shindler, 
List, and Steel, 1993; Wear and Greis, 2003). Unfortunately, cost share programs 
designed to induce investment in forestry production may be doing little to increase 
tlie amount of timber harvested from NIPFs. Kluender et al. ( 1  999)' in their study of 
private, non-industrial landowners in Arkansas, found that direct cost share programs 
for reforestation do little to incsease the anio~uit of timber harvested. They found that 
federal assistance programs merely subsidize the investment cost for timber managers 
who, in turn, realize a higher rate of return while producing the same amount of 
timber from their land, implying federal cost-share ft~nds merely replace private 
investment capital. These findings are i n  contrast to de Steiguer's ( I  984) findings. De 
Steiguer demonstrated that government-induced investment did not replace 
autono~nous landowner investment based on response to marlcet conditions. Though 
the de Steiguer findings are in contrast to tlie conclusions of Kluender et al. (1999), 
he provided evidence showing that govern~iient cost-share funding had no significant 
effect on private forestry investment. The two studies offer different evidence as to 
why governnient cost-share prograins may not be stimulating increased forestry 
investment, but both studies imply that the progranis have likely been ineffective. 
Another approach to spurring interest in active forest management among 
NIPF lalidowners is the favorable taxation of forested land. The State of Maine's Tree 
Growth Tax prograni, establisl~ed in 1972, was developed to help private woodland 
owners maintain their property as productive forest in tlie face of development 
pressure. Under the Tree Growth Tax program, landowners are required to conduct 
planned, periodic harvests through consultation with a forester and an established 
management plan (State of Maine Revenue Service, 2003). There are no specific 
management considerations regarding landscape scale issues required under Tree 
Growth, which does not address issues of fragmentation. A key objective of this study 
is to uncover the extent to which landowller objectives are reached by the Tree 
Growth Tax program given the breadth of landowner ob-iectives aside from timber 
income, and to determine if a cooperative model of forest management would allow 
landowners to achieve their goals to a greater degree. 
CHAPTER 4 
COOPERATIVE MODELS FOR FOREST MANAGEMENT 
l'llis research, designed to examine interest levels aniolig Maine's small 
woodland owners regarding cooperative management, utilized three organizations as 
cooperative models. This section provides an overview of the three niodels (Vesmont 
Family Forests, The Nature Conservancy's Forest Bank Program, and Timbergreen 
Forestry of Wisconsin), followed by a brief examination of silnilar cooperative 
enterprises in the State of Maine. 
Vern?on/ Fun7ily Forests (The Network) 
A grassroots organization, Verniont Family Forests (VFF) is dedicated to 
educating woodland owners regarding ecologically so~uid forestry principles and 
stewardship responsibilities. As outlined by the program's il~forniational website 
(~ww.familyforests.org, last accessed June 2 1, 2005), the organization recognizes the 
complen~entary role of public and private forest land in providing for the resource and 
economic needs of the local conui~unity and facilitates colnmunication among 
landowners and resource professionals as a nieans of providing for those needs. VFF 
has served as model for other regional programs of a similar ~iature including 
Massachusetts Falnily Forests in Western Massacliusetts (Barten et al., 2001). 
The organization began with a collaboration between David Brynn, Addison 
County Forester, and the Lewis Creelc Association, also located in Addison county. 
The collaboration resulted in a series of successful stewardship worl<sliops for private 
woodland owners. The educational outreach prograni was later titled Vermont Family 
Forests. In 1996, a total of 11 worltshops were held based on the guiding conservation 
principles outlined by VFF. By 1997, a pool of 32 landowners, holding approximately 
5,000 acres, had been organized based on past demonstrations of strong forest 
stewardship. The organization received a grant through the Vermont Sustainable Jobs 
Fund, allowing fi~nding for "green certification" through the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC). VFF was incorporated as a non-profit organizatioii in 1998 and 
currently maintains a small, part-time staff in Bristol, VT. 
The frameworli of a "corninunity supported forestry system" has been 
developed by VFF to combat the challenges faced by small private woodland owners 
with a desire to harvest tiliiber in an ecologically sustainable way wliile remaining 
profitable. Major cl~allenges confro~~led by small woodland owners often result from 
issues of economic scale. Traditionally, small private woodland owners are at a 
distinct disadvantage regarding prices received for stumpage (Row 1978). More 
recently, small landowners are at a disadvantage for receiving green certification 
tl~rough organizations like FSC. Small scale timber I~arvests are unlikely to be 
profitable if the landowner must cover the costs associated with management as well 
as those costs associated with certification and periodic auditing (Rickenbach and 
Reed, 2002). 
The netwosl<, facilitated by VFF, allo~vs woodland owners to coordinate 
management with neighboring landowners to share harvest cost and pool tiinber 
resources. Witlioi~t coordination, it is difficult for owners of small parcels to conduct 
a profitable tiinber sale involving low volumes of a wide assortment of species. 
Lalldowner collaboration allows n1a13y owners to participate in a single sale, raising 
volun~es enough for a profitable harvest. Utider the u~nbrella of VFF, small woodland 
owners also have discounted access to FSC certification, though it  is not required to 
participate in the organization. 
Keeping the value added during timber processing within the local coinmuni ty 
is also a focal point for VFF. The organization provides landowners with contact to 
local resource consultants, loggers, sawnlills, craftsmen, and other wood buyers. 
Products initiated by a landowner who has adhered to all VFF principles tl~roughout 
inanagement planning, harvesting, and processing are distingujshed i n  the 
marl<etplace by the VFF brand name. The goal of VFF is to attract consumers who 
will pay premium prices for locally grown, ecologically sustainable wood products. 
The premium colnpensates landowners for higher management cosls and the lower 
quality wood typically removed during timber stand improvement. 
The Nc{rure Conservancy   fore.^! B c I M ~ ' '  (The Woocls Bcrnk) 
Still in the early stages of development, the Forest Bald< was developed by the 
Nature Conserva~lcy as a means of collaborating with private woodland owners to 
protect the ecological integrity of a given region in a way that would be econo~nically 
cvortl~wl~ile for landowners. A pilot project is underway in the Clinch River Valley of 
Virginia with initial steps being taken to establish the amount of interest in the project 
within that region (Dedrick et al., 2000). 
Involvement requires landowners to permanently "deposit" the harvesting and 
timber management rights for all or part of their woodland with TNC. In exchange, 
tlie landowner would receive, regardless of what harvest activities have been 
undertalten on the parcel, an annual dividend of approximately 4% of the fair market 
value of the initial deposit. The overarching goal of TNC is to consolidate an area of 
land large enough to manage at an ecosystem level, protecting water quality and 
wildlife habitat requirements. The Clinch River Valley was pinpointed by TNC 
specifically because of tlie current threat of fragmentation within the area and the 
importance of protecting an area of rich biodiversity. 
According to Dedrick et al. (2000), in their pilot study, 8% of survey 
respondents said they would immediately enroll their land in the program, 15% 
indicated that they may enroll in the future after observing the working program, 
while 77% indicated they would not eru-011 in the program. The reputation of TNC 
was a strong point for tlie program, but most landowners were unwilling to 
permanently give up the timber and land management rights to their land. 
Timbergreen Forestry (The Mc~rketing Coope/*u/ive) 
Timbergreen Forestry, located in Spring Green, Wisconsin, integrates forest 
management services and the processing and direct retail of locally produced wood 
products. Owned and operated by Forester Jim Berkmeier, Timbergreen was an 
influential model for tlie now defunct Sustainable Woods Cooperative of 
Southwestern Wisconsin (Sustainable Woods Co-op, 2003). The Timbergreen model, 
as outli~ied by Birkemeier (2003), is designed to target non-industrial small woodland 
owners in a specific con~munity or watershed who desire more control regarding the 
harvesting and processing of wood from their lands and who wish to make low 
impact logging and ecologically based harvesting a financially viable option. 
Organized as cooperating investors, interested landowners in a parlicular 
comliiunity or watershed pool financial resources for the purchase of wood 
processing equipment. Equip~lient could include a portable sawmill, edging 
equipment, a solar dry-kiln, solling yard, and storage wareliouse. Landowners then 
elect a Board of Directors responsible for representing the interests of the investors. 
The Board of Directors would select a General Manager, knowledgeable in all aspects 
of the business. The General Manager is charged wit11 hiring, or contracting all 
necessary resource prol'essionals (i.e. foresters, ecologists, loggers) for the purposes 
of carrying out management tasks. Landowners are encouraged to participate in all 
aspects of processing and marketing. If skilled labor is required, landowners must 
then invest in capable workers or in the expertise needed for training unskilled 
workers. 
A primary function of the cooperative is to consolidate individual parcels into 
a single management unit with specific ecological goals. l'hrougl~ cooperation and 
landowner communication, the goal is to effectively manage each parcel wit11 the 
greater landscape i n  mind. An added benefit to a larger management unit is an 
increased ability of foresters and loggers to move equipment and manpower into 
place for efficient and cost effective harvesting. Coordinated harvests on individual 
parcels may also increase trucking and processing efficiency. 
Wood is not sold as stumpage. Harvested timber is brought to a log yard 
maintained by the cooperative, and landowners are paid fair market value for their 
wood. Roundwood is processed into the product that would add the most value when 
resold. Given the prevalence of valuable hardwood species in the region, 
Timbergreen endorses the productio~~ of flooring as the primary value-added material. 
Wood that cannot be processed with co-op equipment, including pulpwood and 
veneer, are sold to other processing facilities. 
Ideally, landowners receive, in addition to the fair market value of their 
timber, a stock percentage of the value added through processing and resale of the 
finished product. The liope is that the greater financial return for lal~downers will 
make low-innpact, ecologically sensitive forestry more profitable than the more 
traditional stumpage sale system. The loggers and processors ase cornpensated 
through the cooperative's payroll and would have an opportunity to earn stock as 
well. 
CHAPTER 5 
COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS IN MAINE 
The Sinall Woodlund O~:nei~.s A s~ciution of'ibIc/ii?e, Augtlslo, Mctine 
The S~nall Woodland Owners Association of Maine (SWOAM) is akin to the 
Vermont Fanlily Forests Program. SWOAM, as stated on their website 
(wwcv.swoam.corn, last accessed June 21,2005), was incorporated as a non-profit 
organization in 1975 by a group of small woodland owners interested in designing a 
program to assist each other in the managenient of their own lands. Early meetings 
rotated from woodlot to woodlot where landowners would discuss and learn from the 
successes and failures of their peers. 
The association has grown over the years to include more than 2,750 active 
members including not only landowners, but a variety of otliel- individual 
stalteholders with interest in the Maine woods. The primary function of SWOAM 
remains landowner education and outreach. SWOAM currently einploys an executive 
director, a forester, and an office assistant. Like VFF, SWOAM enlists the expertise 
of resource professionals tl~roughout he state to conduct worl<shops on responsible 
and effective forest management, and to assist landowners in achieving their 
individual goals. There are nine regional chapters throughout Maine and all menibers 
receive a 1110nthly newsletter. As of 1990, SWOAM had developed a land trust 
program accepting land gifts and conservation easements. Managenlent of the land 
held in trust acts as a model of sound forestry to complen~ent he landowner 
assistance and outreach efforts of the association. 
The Small Woodland Owners Association of Maine also offers group green 
certification to interested members. For certification, the organization has aligned 
with the American Tree Farm System. Certification through the Tree Farm Systenl is 
similar to that of FSC as landowners must adhere to a set of sustainability standards. 
Land is audited by a certifier who measures con~pliance through designated field 
indicators and an analysis of the individual management plans. SWOAM currently 
has no brand label for products produced by their members and there are no chain-of- 
custody requirements for certification under the Tree Farm System, reducing costs in 
comparison to FSC. 
The Forc.,s./ Products A4c1r.keting and i~fc~ncrgen~e~it Associcrtion, Dover-Foxcrof7, 
~Wcline 
1-lie Forest Products Marketing and Management Association/Cooperative 
began much like SWOAM as a landowner initiated group for the purposes of 
becoming more knowledgeable and involved in the management of their own 
~voodla~ids. Initially there where 20 members, who each paid dues of 20 dollars per 
year. The Association was incorporated as a non-profit in September of 1977 and a 
board of directors was selected. 
Members of the Association initially participated in educational programs, 
~ietworl<ing, and advocacy for other forest owners. Membership grew to 150 
members, and eventually the Association received a 3 year U.S. Forest Service grant 
through tlie Maine Forest Service for the purposes of paying a salary to a manager 
and to aid in the achievement of financial self-sufficiency (Brusilla, 1983). 
Initially 15 members joined the cooperative arm of the Association. At the 
cooperative's peak, 85 members holding 12,000 acres of forestland in the Dover- 
Foxcroft area were involved. The goals of tlie cooperative were similar to those of the 
traditional forestland owner cooperatives in Quebec (Brunette, 1992) and Sweden 
(Kittredge, 2003). The FPM &MA cooperative was nlost interested in increasing 
n~arltet power to irnprove the landowners' ability to negotiate prices, pooling 
resources for harvesting, processing and transporting, and identifying new value- 
added products (Hancoclc Planning Con~mission, 1999). 
Brusila's (1983) thesis study, conducted while the FPM & MA was still in 
operation, highlighted difficulties that eventually led to the decline and collapse of the 
organization. The cooperative was formed as the 45,000 dollar U.S. Forest Service 
grant money began to run out. The hope of organizers was to create a cooperative that 
would be financially independent, self-sufficient, and capable of paying the 
manager's salary while still supporting the educational and informational activities of 
tlie Association. A forester was hired in 198 1 for the purposes of focusing 011 incorne- 
producing operations, including management activities and timber sales. 
Unfortunately, by 1981, as the grant inoney ran out, wood markets were slow 
and prices dropped. Both the manager and forester were put on part-time salaries and 
eventually found worlc elsewhere. Another factor in the decline of the cooperative, 
associated with a sluggish wood market, was the fact that cooperative inernbess were 
not obligated to sell their wood through tlie organization. The cooperative could not 
match marl<et prices and the number of timber trai~sactions that occurred through the 




This study was designed to elicit a statewide response from sinall (less than 
500 acres), non-industrial, private forestland owners in the State of Maine who were 
at the time enrolled in the Maine Tree Growth Tax Program. To realize a response of 
statistical significance, a stratified random salnple of private woodland owners 
throughout the state was developed with the intelit of receiving, at the minimum, 60 1 
returned mail surveys. The miniinum response rate was chosen to achieve 95% 
confidence that saliiple results would be within a 4% margin of error of the true 
population (Rea and Parker, 1992). Mail surveys, as opposed to telephone surveys or 
personal interviews, were chosen to achieve a large enough response rate utilizing the 
resources available for this study. 
The survey structure and mailing procedure were modeled after Dillman's 
Total Design Method (1978). Based on the response rate of silnilar studies and the 
desired number of survey participants, a total of 1500 surveys were mailed to 
individual landowners. Approximately one month later, on March 9,2005, a 
reminder postcard eniphasizing the importance of participation was mailed to all 
participants. On April 13, 2005, 5 weeks after the jnitial mailing, a second survey was 
mailed to a randomly selected sub-sample from all three population strata. All 
postage costs were supplied by the researchers. 
Sun7ple Selec/ion 
For sample selection, the State of Maine was stratified through a Geographic 
Information System (GIs) utilizing MapInfo Professional software and GIS data 
layers obtained through the Maine Office of GIs.  Stratification was to be based on 
two factors liltely to inlluence the harvest behavior of sinall non-industrial woodland 
owners. First, land boldiiigs were stratified based on the population size and the 
population density of the town i11 ~/ l i ich they were located. Secondary stratification 
was based on the proximity of each parcel to major wood processiilg facilities. 
Proximity to Inills was used as a surrogate for opportunity for tlie landowner to sell 
timber. 
The data layers "metwp 100" and "cnty 100" were utilized for base 
information, displaying political town and county boundaries respectively, as well as 
town and county names and geocodes. The two base layers were joined with layer 
"mcdccdOO", which contains year 2000 census information for minor civil divisions 
(MCD) throughout the state. 
U~~organized townships were queried and removed from the GIs  due to the 
lack of small, non-industrial parcels throughout those regions. The remaining areas, 
484 civil divisions total, were stratified based on overall population numbers and 
population density per square mile utilizing information linlted with the mcdccdO0 
layer. Through a series of queries, areas with an overall population of 10,000 or 
greater, or a population density greater than or equal to 1,000 individuals per square 
mile were designated as urban. Areas with a population less than 10,000 and a density 
of 100 - 1,000 individuals per square mile were designated as urban fringe. Areas 
wit11 a population less than 10,000 and a density less than 100 people per square mile 
were designated as rural. 
The secondary stratification, plailned to group towns based on proxiniity to 
niajor primary wood processing facilities, was not effective. For the purposes of this 
research, a 111ajos processing facility was def ned as any soft\vood or hardwood mill 
with an annual processing capacity of at least 10,000 MBF. Upon the creation of this 
data layer within the GIs, utilizing mill locations and capacity information made 
available by the Maine Forest Service (Maine Forest Sesvice, 2000) it was discovered 
that no town within the state of Maine is further than 50 miles from a niajor 
processing facility as defined by the study. 
Non-industrial, private forest (NIPF) landowners were identified based on 
their enrollnlent in the Maine Tree Growth (TG) tax incentive program. The TG 
roster provided an expedient way to achieve a statewide sample of forestland owners 
and to gatlier contact information for each survey recipient. Given the requirements 
for enrollment in TG (State of Maine Revenue Service, 2003), it was assumed that 
ZVIPF landowners selected froni the list own at least 10 contiguous acres of forestland, 
possess management plans for their property, and have some alilount of contact with a 
licensed professional forester. Once each town was placed in the appropriate 
populatio~i stratum, each TG enrolled parcel within the town was assigned a ~iumber. 
I n  total, based on year 2002 enrollment, tliere were 797 urban parcels enrolled, 3,38 1 
parcels within the urban fringe enrolled, and 16,888 parcels classified as rural for a 
total of 2 1,066 enrolled parcels. 
Based on the desire to achieve a total of 601 responses, the expected 
proportional sample population for the urban, urban fringe, and rural groups were 23, 
96, and 482 respectively. Given the desire within this study to analyze landowner 
response not only at the state level but within population strata as well, the expected 
proportional sample populations were not adequate. In order to achieve a margin of 
error of at least 10% within the strata, a minimum of 100 landowner responses was 
needed for each group. If the proportional sample size of the urban group was 
increased to 100 to achieve at least a 10% margin of error, the entire sa~nple 
population size would have to be increased to 2646, with 425 and 2 122 responses 
required .for the urban fringe and rural groups respectively. 
Since a salnple population of 21 22 was beyond the scope of this research. 
project, a disproportionate stratification procedure was used. To achieve the desired 
salnple size of 601, the minimum of 100 samples was chosen from both the urban and 
urban fringe groups while the remaining 401 sanlples were chosen from rural 
stratum. Given significant diffesences between the strata regarding key questions in 
the survey, results were to be weighted appropriately prior to analysis to avoid 
skewing the data toward the urban stratum. For analysis of the entire statewide 
sample, the goal was to maintain a margin of elTor of 4%. The margins of error for 
analyzing data within the urban, urban fringe and rural strata were to be 1096, 10% 
and 5% respectively, assuming the achievement of the desired sample sizes. 
Initially, once each town was placed in the appropriate population stratum, 
every enrolled TG parcel was assigned a number. Parcels were selected at random 
utilizing random numbers generated in Microsoft Excel and individual town offices 
were contacted by phone to secure landowner addresses given the fact that contact 
information was not present in the original data set. The process of securing contact 
information through individual town offices proved to be quite time consunling and 
inefficient. Therefore, a con~preliensive statewide Tree Growth Program enrollment 
roster was requested from the Maine Forest Service. The Maine Forest Sesvice roster 
listed 15,9 1 1 enrolled parcels as of' October 13, 2004. The final sample was reselected 
at random utilizing the same procedure as above with the contact information 
provided within the new roster. In total, 1000 surveys where sent to landowners of 
rural parcels, 250 surveys were sent to landowners of both urban and urban fringe 
respectively. 
Response Ra/e 
Following the initial mailing of 1500 surveys, a total of 326 useable surveys 
were returned. I n  regards to the individual strata, 64 of the initial replies were from 
urban respondents, 61 were from landowners of urban fringe parcels, and 294 replies 
were froni owners of rural lands. Following the March 9, 2005 reminder postcard, 71 
additional responses were acquired. Of those 71 responses, 8 came from the urban 
stratum, 1 1 from the urban fringe, and 52 from the rural stratum. From the time of the 
second survey mailing to the stop date of May 13,2005, 73 final responses where 
acquired. Of the last set of survey responses, 23 were from urban respo~idents, 9 were 
from urban fringe respondents, and 4 1 were from rural respondents. 
Of the 1500 surveys mailed, 52 were sent back as undeliverable nlail. Of the 
remaining 1448 surveys, 541 were completed to varying degrees and returned. There 
was no acreage listed for 7 of the returned surveys, 54 ownerships were in holdings of 
greater than 500 acres, and 10 responses were either inadequate or unusable for other 
reasons. In total, 470 useable surveys were received. Of the useable surveys, 95 were 
from the urban stratum for a response rate of 38 percent, 8 1 were from the urban 
fringe group for a response rate of 32 percent, and 294 were fiom the rural stratum for 
a response rate of 29 percent and a margin of' error of G percent. These response rates 
are comparable to those of similar studies. Since the niinimuln of 100 responses was 
not reached for both the urbai~ and urban fringe groups, the groups were combined to 
form one urban class with an 8 percent margin of error at a 95 percent confidence. 
Data A nulysis 
Initial correlations were tested utilizing a standard chi-square test for 
significance in SAS (Statistical Analysis Software). Given the limitations of chi- 
square tests regarding the exaini~iation of simulta~ieous effects of several explanatory 
variables on a given dependent variable, regression ~nodels were developed for this 
study. Logistic regression tnodels were created in SAS based on the conceptual model 
outlined in the Results section. Logistic regression allowed for the examination of 
simultaneous effects of a multitude of exp1anato1-y variables. 
Logistic regression was selected for its effectiveness at modeling categorical 
dependent variables against both quantitative and categorical explanatory variables. It 
has been successfully utilized for similar studies (Salltie, Lucltert, and Phillips, 1995; 
English et al. 1997; Potter-Witter, 2005). 
The logistic regression niodel utilizes odds ratios as opposed to event 
probabilities. The relationship between the odds ratio and the probability of an event 
occurring can be illustrated this way: 
O=P/ 1 -P 
Tlie odds of an event equal the ratio between the probability of an event occurring 
and the probability of no event occurring. Odds inherently have 110 upper bound. 
Odds less than 1 have probabilities below .5 ,  tliose above 1 correspond to 
probabilities greater than .5 ,  making odds ratios an efficient way to measure the 
relationship between two dichoton~ous variables. 
The logistic regression equation transforms the standard linear probability 
niodel ol-': 
to an equation where the linear function of the explanatory variable equals the 
logarithm of the odds: 
Io&[Pi/I-P,] = a + pxi 
Tlie coefiicients of the logistic regression niodel can be interpreted as odds of an 
event occurring. 
The logistic regression models for this study were estimated by a Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) procedure in SAS. An ML procedure chooses as estimates the 
parameter values that would maximize the probability of observing what was 
observed through an iterative process. AI-J expression for the probability of the data as 
a function of the unknow~i parameters is chosen first. With a binary dependent 
variable, a binomial distribution is utilized. It is then assumed that the probability 
distribution is dependent on the explanatory variables. The second step is to find the 
values of tlie unknown parameters that ~nake  tlie probability expression as large as 
possible through repeated approsi~nations in SAS. Once the model is f i t ,  the 
effectiveness of the explanatory variables at acco~~iiting for the variation i n  the model 
can be analyzed. With a large sample, as is the case in this study, chi-square equations 
~~til izing the ratio between parameter coefficients and their associated standard errors 
are utilized to evaluate how well tlie variation in the niodels was accounted for. The 
assun~ption that the probability distribution is dependent on the explanatory variables 
is either accepted or rejected at an alpha level of . O l .  
The population and population density stratification was abandoned for 
reasons addressed at the end of the Results section. All ~~esults represent owners of 
small, non-industrial forestland throughout tlie organized townships of the State of 
Maine who are currently enrolled in the Tree Growth Tax Program. 
CHAPTER 7 
RESULTS 
The Concepf tlal Model 
Based on both the review of literature presented in Chapters 1 through 5 
regarding the characteristics and priorities of small, nonindustrial woodland owners 
throughout tlie country, and the apparent differences between the three cooperative 
organizatiol~s, a conceptual model was developed to predict what factors are likely to 
affect a woodland owner's desire to join a forestry cooperative. 
The three organizations will likely be supported on a gradient determined by 
the level of time and financial investment required for each, the ability of landowners 
to retain property rights, and overall commitment required for participation. For these 
reasons, i t  is likely that the Network will be most popular, followed by the Marketing 
Cooperative with greater time and financial investment required. Least popular will 
likely be the Woods Bank in which property rights are relinquished. 
Several landowner cliaracteristics are likely to influence the desire to join. 
Older landow~lers are less lil<ely to be interested given the time and energy 
requirements for involvement. Older residents may also be considering the transfer of 
ownership and management responsibilities to their heirs. It seems logical that 
affluent individuals, with the capacity for upfsont financial investment, would be 
more liltely to express interest in the cooperative models. 
Given the long-term management focus of the three forestry cooperative 
models, individuals with longer management planning hor izo~~s  are more likely to 
express interest as well. Landowners interested in cooperating with neighbors for the 
purposes of ecosystem management are lilcely to be more interested in tlie t hee  
cooperative management programs. Landowners who desire to have greater control 
over how their wood is processed will niore liltely be interested in the Marketing 
Cooperative, as will landowners who desire to collectively invest in processing 
equipment as a means of achieving Iiiglier profits for their wood products. An owner 
who is the sole owner of the property is more lilcely to express interest in a 
cooperative managenient program as he or she currently makes all the management 
decisions. 
If a landowner was unhappy with the residual state of Iiis or- her woodland 
after a harvest, 11e or she may be more likely to participate in a program dedicated to 
responsible forest lnanagenlent focusing on diverse landowner goals. An owner with 
strictly financial goals may view the cooperatives less favorably than a landowner 
w1io maintains non-financial goals for his or her property. Lastly, involve~nent 
interest is lilcely to change based on specific landowner management priorities. A 
landowner who is more concerned with privacy and tlie scenic beauty of his or her 
land may view the cooperatives differently than a landowner inore interested in 
maintaining and harvesting timber as a financial investment. 
Based on tlie above framework, all anticipated correlations between 
landowner interest i n  the cooperative models and explanatory variables provided by 
the survey were tested through chi-square analysis. Logistic regression models were 
created to exanline correlations between interest in forestry cooperalives in general, 
alld those landowner characteristics and values that would likely have an effect on a 
la~idowiier's desire to become involved. Three similar models were created to 
examine tlie correlations between landowner characteristics and the three individual 
cooperative models. A regression model testing the correlation between forester 
involveinent in harvesting and landowner satisfaction regarding a variety of residual 
forest conditions was included as well. I n  order to avoid omitted variable bias, the 
final regression niodels included all variables reflecting landowner characteristics and 
attributes. 
The results section follows the format of tlie survey. General response 
information, chi-square statistics, and logistic regression models are included as 
survey sections are addressed. Implications of these research findings are stated in the 
Discussion section. 
Interpreting Logislic Regression Results 
The first statistics of interest are those referring to the global null hypothesis. 
The global null hypothesis states that the coefficients of all the explanatory variables 
of tlie regression equation equal 0. If the n u l l  liypotliesis is not reJected j t  can be 
assumed that tlie chosen variables do not explain the variation among landowners 
regarding interest in tlie cooperative programs. SAS provides three clii-square 
statistics for testing the global null hypothesis. If the given p-values for all three 
statistics are lower than .O 1,  we reject the global null hypothesis and assume that at 
least one of the explanatory coefficients does not equal 0. 
The Wald Chi-square statistics under the Maximum Likelihood Estimates are 
the test statistics for each individual explanatory variable in the model. Wald statistics 
are calculated by dividing each parameter coefficient by its estimated standard error 
and squaring the result. The p-values for each Wald test statistic are displayed for 
each parameter. An important part of each parameter coefficient estimate is the sign 
describing the parameter's relationship to the dependent variable. The odds ratio 
estimate indicates the extent to which the lil<elil~ood of being interested in a 
cooperative is dictated by the explanatory variables. 
P o p ~ i I ~ l i o n  Q M L ~  Pop~iIc~/ion Density S f r ~ ~ t i J i ~ c ~ l i ~ n  Re.sul/s 
The landowner stratification, based on overall population and population 
density of the town in which the parcel was located, was unsuccessful at accounting 
for san~ple population variation with regards to cooperative interest and desire to 
cooperate with other landowners for the purposes of ecosystem manage~nent. Given 
that those topics were of the l~igliest interest to the survey, the population 
stratification scheme was abandoned for the remainder of the analysis. There was a 
moderately significant conelation (p-value .0198) between population strata and the 
desire to keep value added in the local community. There was also a significant 
correlation between population strata and the desire to have greater control regarding 
how wood products are processed once harvested. Both significant correlations were 
positively correlated to rural parcels. Results for the stratification correlations are 
displayed in Table 1 .  
Table 1: Chi-square correlations between population strata and primary study 
variables. 
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Section I: Why do you own woodland? 
The first section of the survey was designed to explore the prilnary reasons for 
ownership of non-industrial, private woodland in the State of Maine. Twelve probable 
reasons for ownership were identified based on previous researcl~ (Birch, 1994; 
Dennis, 1989; 1992; Stevens et al., 1999; Young and Reicheizbach, 1987) and 
presented to survey recipients. Each ownership priority was followed by a Likest 
Scale range of 1-7. Within the survey, it was explained that the respondent should 
mark 1 to indicate a priority of little importance. An answer of 7 would indicate a 
high priority to the landowner. The average itnportance of the given priorities and the 
associated standard deviations are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2: Indicated importance of woodland ownership priorities. 
Ownership 
Priority 
For wildlife habitat 5.67 1.59 Impostant 
Solitude and scenic 
/ As part of my home ( 5.54 1 2.01 I Impostant 1 
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For hunting or 
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In addition to the ownership priorities provided by the survey, respondents 
were given the opportunity to specify any other management priority they felt was 
important. In total, there were 52 free response answers. It was common for free 
response answers to be specific variations on provided priorities. An example would 
be landowners who wrote in "snowmobiling", or "cross c0~111try skiing" as free 














1.52 Not Important 
I .87 Not important 
fishing." Several landowners expressed pride in the length of tenure of their family 
owned property. As a variation on the provided priorities "as part of my home or 
vacation hotne" and "estate to pass on to children or otlier heirs," a common free 
response was to indicate tlie yeas ill which tlie family acquired the property, i n  some 
cases generations ago. Other answers included a desire to "preserve open space" or 
maintain a "buffer" against urban development. 
Landowners were also asked to indicate the most important reason for 
owning their woodland. Responses were tallied for each ownership priority and 
percentages are presented in Figure 1 .  In instances where landow~iers marked ~~~~~e 
tlian one season as 1110st iinpostailt, each reason was counted as a separate response 
and added to the total for each category. 
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Figure 1: The most important reason for owning woodland in Maine as stated by 
survey respondents. 
As illustrated by Figure 1,  almost 25 percent of the sample population 
acknowledged solitude and scenic enjoyment as the n~ost  important reason they own 
woodland. In general, non-timber selated seasons were stated most frequently as most 
important for ownership. At 5.59 %, the sale of sa\vlogs, pulpwood, and other timber 
products was niarlted as most imposta~it by a relatively small fraction of people. 
These percentages corroborate the data displayed in Table 2. I t  is apparent that 
reasons including the protection of nature and biological diversity, and wildlife 
habitat are niore important to the .landowners i n  this survey. 
The conclusio~i, however, that the production of wood products is uiiimportant 
to small woodland owners in the state of Maine, or that those woodland owners in 
general would be opposed to harvesting would be untrue. Furtl~ermore, it would be 
wrong to consider land investment, hunting and fishing, and other recreation 
opportit~iities as unitnportant reasons for land ownership. Based on the average 
indicated importance scores in Table 2, the only two reasons for owning woodland 
that fell below the neutral category were, "to supply wood for my business," and "the 
collection of non-timber forest products." The low score for the former reason is 
likely due to the tiiaxilnum area of 500 acres set for respondent eligibility. Individuals 
who produce wood products as a business on a large scale with raw material 
harvested from land they own are liltely to own more than 500 acres. The latter reason 
is a specialty interest and more likely to be a secondary consideration for most 
woodland owners. 
Section /I: Forest Manugemen/ and Hurvesting 
Questions concernjng management activities and satisfaction regarding 
harvesting were presented in the second section of the survey, given that one 
objective of this study was to understand the extent to which landowner goals are 
being reached under the Maine Tree Growth Tax program and the associated 
management plan that is required. Survey questions examined the primary sources of 
forestry advice respondents have utilized, the frequency with wl~icll andowners are in 
contact with a Maine Licensed Professional Forester, and the landowners' desire to 
maintain a management plan in the absence of the Tree Growth Tax program. 
Percentage results for the question regarding sources of advice are displayed 
in Figure 2. Figure 3 displays the results from the question designed to determine the 
frequency with which landowners were in contact with foresters for the purposes of 
management or advice. 
Figure 2: Sources of forestry advice for wooclland owners. 
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Figure 3: Frequency of conts~ct between landowners and professional foresters. 
Survey results revealed that most landowners are either in contact with a 
private forestry consultant or utilize the services of a Maine State Forest Service 
forester. Furthern~ore, most survey respondents are in contact with a forester at least 
once every 10 years, a logical finding given that a management plan update is 
required every 10 years under the Tree Growth Tax program. According to the 
survey, 54.47 percent of landowners (256 individuals) would maintain a management 
plan for their property in the absence of the Tree Growth Tax program. In  contrast, 
4 1.49 percent ( I  95 individuals) declared they would not maintain a mallage~nent plan 
in the absence of the program. Nineteen individuals, about 4 percent of the sanlple, 
had no response. Based on these survey results, the Tree Growth Tax program has 
had a signif-icant impact, requiring management plans for properties that would 
otherwise go without in the absence of the program. 
A series of questions within Section I1 of the survey was designed to quantifj 
the number of landowners who have harvested wood from their land within the past 
20 years and to rate the satisfaction level of landowners regarding various aspects of 
the harvest. A broader objective regarding this line of questioning was to see how the 
levels of interest in cooperatives fluctuated anlong landowners based on personal 
satisfaction with past harvests 011 their land. Figure 4 displays the harvesting activities 
of small woodland owners under the Maine Tree Growth Tax program. As illustrated 
in Figure 5, respondents were asked to indicate for wl~om the foresler was working 
regarding I~arvests in which a forester was involved . 
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Figure 4: The amount of time since thc most recent harvest on individu;il 
properties. 
Figure 5: For whom the forester was worlting in the most recent harvest on 
individur~l properties. 
As illustrated by Figure 4, slightly less than 80 percent of survey respondents have 
harvested within the past 20 years. 
Of the reposted harvests, a forester was involved in 60.27 percent, there was 
not a forester involved in 37.87 percent, and 1.87 percent of landowners who had 
harvested did 170t respond to the question. Of those harvests in which a forester was 
involved, over 70 percent of the time the forester was worlting directly for the 
landowner. The next most colrunon situation, occurring 14.41 percent of the time, 
was a forester working for a forest products company, likely in a procurelnent 
situation. 
For comparison, questions regarding personal satisfaction with past harvests 
were posed to respondents. Satisfaction responses were sought regarding the alnouilt 
of con~pensation secured by the landownel* for harvested products, the physical 
appearance of the woodlot, the remaining forest structure and composition, and the 
degree to which harvesting matched up with the management intentions outlined in 
the plan. Figures 6-20 display the responses to questions regarding satisfactio~~ with 
harvesting. 
Figure 6: Price received for forest products in the most recent harvest in 
comparison to lando~vtier espectations. 
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Figure 7: Landowner satisfaction with the physical appearance of the ~voodlot  
following the most recent harvest. 
Figure 8: Landowner satisfi~ction with forest conlposition following the most 
recent harvest. 
Figure 9: Landowner satisfaction with the forest structure following the most 
recent harvest. 
Figure 10: The extent to which lando~rners felt their most recent harvest 
matched with the intentions outlined in the management plan. 
In general, small woodland owners were sa~isfied with tlie harvesting 
performed on their properties. Only 6.4 percent of the harvests performed did not 
match, or mostly did not match the intentions outljned by the landowner's 
management plan. Approxin~ately 5 percent were unsatisfied or mostly unsatisfied 
with the residual forest structure and coniposilion following harvest. Less than 1 
percent indicated that residual structure and colljposition co~npletely did not meet 
expectations. Of landowners surveyed, 12.53 percent were ~nostly or completely 
unsatisfied wit11 the physical appearance of their woodlot following harvesting, a 
reasonable percentage for small woodland owners who inay harvest infrequently and 
are not used to the im~~lediate on-the-ground i l~~pac t  of harvesting. Regarding price 
received, slightly more than 16 percent of landowners indicated that they received 
less compensation for their wood than they had anticipated. 
For analysis, the results of all questions in which landowners ranked their 
level of satisfaction with harvesting were tested for correlations with the presence of a 
forester during harvest through chi-square analysis. Surprisingly, no significant 
correlations, as viewable in Table 3, were found between the levels of satisfaction 
indicated by landowners and forester involvel~~ent. Table 4 displays the results fro111 a 
logistic regression model created to determine if frequency of forester contact 
accounts for landowner satisfaction regarding the price received for l~arvested 
products. No significant correlations were found in the regression model eithes. 
An explanation as to why no correlations were found between landowner 
satisfaction and the frequency of forester contact or extent of forester involvement 
may be the requirements of the Tree Growth Tax program. The non-significant results 
may be attributed to the existence of con~prehensive, high quality n~anagement plans 
required under the program. If landowner intentions and management prescriptions 
are easily ascertained fro111 the management plan, harvests are lilcely to be compatible 
with landowner goals and expectations, resulting in high landowner satisfaction 
levels. Non-significant results may also be attributed to a l<nowledgeable and 
informed landowner base, as is exemplified by their involvement in Tree Growth Tax 
program, or perhaps due to the fact that a large portion of the sample population was 
satisfied, making it difficult to account for the feelings of a relatively small number of 
individuals. 
Table 3: Chi-square correlation between landowner satisfaction with harvest 
and forester involvement. 
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Table 4: Logistic regression testing the correlation between the frequency with 
which landowners are in contact with a forester and satisfaction with the price 
received for products harvested. 
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To understand the extent to which landowner interests and priorities are being 
addressed under the Tree Growth Tax program, respondents were asked questions 
regarding the effectiveness of their ~nanagement plan. Landowners were asked to rate 
















































non-financial goals. An area on the survey was provided for landowners to indicate if 
they Iiad no parlicular fiiiancial 01. non financial goals. Responses for the two 
qi~estio~ls concer~iiiig managelllent plan effectiveness are summarized in Figure I 1 
and Figure 12. 
Figure 11:  The effectiveness of management plans regarding the specific 
financial goals of landowners. 
Figure 12: The effectiveness of management plans regarding the specific non- 
financial goals of landow~ners 
As evident in Figure 1 1, a sniall percentage of landowners fee[ that the 
financial goals they have set for their property are not addressed by their current 
management plan. Siniilar results are found in Figure 12 regarding non-financial 
goals. Just under 5 percent of landowners feel, regarding both financial and non- 
financial goals, that their management plans are inadequate. The most striking finding 
however is the discrepancy between the percentage of landowners who have specific 
financial goals and the number of landowners who have specific non-financial goals. 
A fill1 50 percent of small woodland owners surveyed claim tliat they have no specific 
financial goals. A far slnaller percentage, just under 18 percent, of woodland owners 
state that they have no particular non-financial goals. 
Given the liypotliesis, subsequently supported by other sections of this 
research, that sinall woodland owners are currently concerned more with benefits not 
directly related to the sale of forest products, it would not be surprising for the 
presence of non-financial goals to be an indicator of interest for the niodels of 
cooperative niaiiagement presented in this study. As displayed i11 Table 5, the 
presence of non-financial goals aniong landowners was strongly correlated with 
interest in the cooperative models based on chi-square analysis. The presence of 
specific financial goals was not correlated to interest in the cooperative models. 
Table 5: Chi-square correlation between types of landowner goals and interest 
in models of cooperative management. 
I type 
Chi-square analysis, as displayed in Table 6, indicated that 110 correlation was 
present between the ability of the managenlent, as perceived by the landownel., to 












Table 6: Chi-square correlation between the effectiveness of management plans 
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Section 111: Ownership Profile 
Section I11 of the survey contained demographic questions related to such 
characteristics as gender, age, occupation, and annual income. Questions were also 
incl~tded to explore tlie characteristics of each parcel including size and location, as 
well as how far in advance landowners were planning specific activities on their 
woodland. Responses to questions in Section I11 allowed for tlie creation of an 
average ownership profile. Landowner and land base characteristics were also tested 
for correlation with interest in cooperatives. 
The average number of acres owned by surveyed landowners, though not 
necessarily contiguous, was 1 1  1 .  Landow~~ers were instructed to a n s ~ ~ e s  pla1111ing 
horizon questions and parcel location questions based on their largest contiguous 
parcel. Acreage information for the largest contiguous parcel in each ownership is 
displayed in Figure 13. As shown, individual parcel sizes were spread relatively 
evenly across the categories. 










Figure 13: Acreage of landowners' largest contiguous forest parcel. 
Economies of scale play an important role in the managing of forestland. 
Small non-industrial woodland owners are at a significant disadvantage when it 
comes to harvesting and markeling wood products for a profit. Government cost share 
programs, as discussed in Chapter 1, were created for the purposes of aiding small 
woodland owners in the responsible and profitable management of their land. 
Current-use tax programs, including the Tree Growth Tax program, were desig~led in 
part, as incentives for small landowl~ers to maintain their property as forest in the face 
of development pressure. Sin~ilarly, the nlodels of cooperative managenlent presented 
in this study were developed to fiunction as ecologically sound, profitable 
management alternatives for slilaller landowners. 
For these reasons, an important correlation tested by this study was between 
interest in cooperatives and total acreage. The expected result was for interest in 
cooperative management models to increase as parcel size decreased. As shown in 
Table 7, there was no correlation between parcel size and interest in cooperatives. 
This study, however, focused only on snlall woodland ownerships of 500 acres or 
less. To truly test this correlation, a sainple of woodland owners would also have to 
include larger landowners controlling more than 500 acres within the state of Maine. 
As this study was organized, the correlation was tested only among those landowners 
who would most likely be correlated to interest in cooperatives already. 
Table 7: Chi-square correlation between parcel size and interest in cooperative 
models. 
Ownership structure was investigated as a possible influencing factor 
regarding interest in cooperatives. The anticipated result was that the more 
complicated the ownership structure, the less likely those owners would be to 
participate in a cooperative organization where even Inore management coordination 
and compron~ise would be necessary. Figure 14 displays the percentages of differel-lt 











Figure 14: Ownership structures of \\~oodlancl pal-cels. 
Location of residence i l l  relation to location of parcel was expected to be 
influential in nianagement decisions, including interest in cooperatives, as local, 
permanent residents may view land management and the goal of local economic 
stability in different ternis than a part-time telilporary resident would. The majority of 
individuals surveyed, 80.85 percent, stated Maine as their primary residence. Another 
13.62 percent of landowners claim a northeastern state as his or her priniary 
residence. Massachusetts had the second highest number of respondents, represented 
by 33 landowners. New Hampshire, and surprisingly, Florida were nest, each 
represented by 10 landowners. Other states represented by 5 or fewer residenls were 
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, Washington D.C., Vermont, 
Pennsylvania, Wasl~ington State, Virginia, Illinois, Wyoming, Colorado, and Texas. 
There was 1 international response by a landowner currently residing in Turl<ey. 
Of landowners surveyed, 66.60 percent indicated they lived within 1 mile of 
their woodland parcel, 30.43 percent indicated they had a vacation home within 1 
mile of their woodland. Chi-square analysis was performed to examine if any 
correlation existed between landowner presence and interest in cooperatives. As a 
binary variable, a Landowner was coded as "present" if he or she indicated a residence 
or vacation home cvitl~in 1 mile of their woodland parcel. A correlation between 
Maine residence and interest in cooperatives was also examined. The results for the 
landowner presence variable and the Maine residence variable are displayed in Table 
8. 
Table 8: Chi-square correlation between landowner presence and Maine 





I Maine residency 1 1  1 3.9603 1 .0466 




cooperatives. A p-value of ,0466 indicates that the Maine residency characteristic is 
nearly significant but not at the . O 1  alpha level set for this study. 
Chi-square value 
.5428 
Questions related to planning horizon were presented to landowners in three 
P-value 
.46 13 
parts. Landowners were asked to indicate how far in advance they plan for timber 
harvesting activities, wildlife habitat management activities, and the develop~nent of 
trails and other recreation development. Average responses are displayed in Figures 
Figure 15: The extent to which harvesting activities are planned in advance. 
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Figure 16: The extent to which wildlife management activities are planned in 
advance. 
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Figure 17: The extent to which trails and other recreation management activities 
are planned in advance. 
Of the three management categories, timber harvesting appears to be the one 
planned most in advance, with only 30.64 percent of landowners stating they do not 
plan l~arvesting at all. With regard to timber harvesting, 15.3 1 percent indicate that 
they plan activities over 10 years in advance. Wit11 52.55 percent of landowners 
indicating no advance planning, recreation development appears to be the niost 
infrequently addressed management priority. Only 6.81 percent of landowners stated 
they plan for recreation activities more than 10 years in advance. The planning 
horizon for wildlife management falls in the 111idd1e \vith 49.15 percent of landowners 
indicating that wildlife management is not planned i11 advance on their land and 1 1.06 
percent indicating a planning horizon greater than 10 years. 
Chi-square analysis was utilized to determine any correlations between 
planning Ilorizon and interest in the cooperative organizations. The anticipated 
correlation was that a longer planning horizon might be positively correlated to 
interest in cooperatives for all three managen~ent categories. A longer planning 
horizon would perhaps indicate an understanding of the temporal scale of ecosyste~n 
processes and perhaps a desire to participate in a group where long-term planning was 
a primary goal. As displayed in Table 9, all t hee  planning horizon variables were 
individually correlated with interest in the cooperative progratns. 
Table 9: Chi-square correlation between planning horizon and interest in 
cooperative models. 
Basic demographic information was gathered for the purposes of creating a 
profile of the average small woodland owner in tlie survey. The average age of survey 
respondents was 59. Of the 470 landowners who returned surveys, 20 cl~ose not to 
indicate their age. The ii~ini~nuni age was 28, the niaxin~uni was 101. Landowner age 
proved to be an interesting indicator of interest in cooperatives. As shown i n  Table 
10, landowner age is correlated with interest in cooperatives. The expected finding, as 
will be examined in the final logistic regression model, is that as a landowner 





















This expectatio~l is based on qualitative data gathered in the free response area 
following the questions regarding interest in cooperatives. Several landowners 
indicated that involvement in a cooperative program required more time and energy 
than they cared to expend at their age. Other landowners indicated that they \vould 
soon be leaving the land to heirs and any decision regarding management ~ i o u l d  soon 
be up to the inheriting party. 
Table 10: Chi-square correlation between landowner demographic 
characteristics and interest in the cooperative models. 
Survey respondents were predon~inantly male. Of 470 respondents, 76.6 
percent were male, 22.13 percent were female, and 1.28 percent did not respond. As 
displayed in Table 10 tliese was no correlation between gender and cooperative 
involvement. 
The education level of survey respondents is presented in Figure 18. A s~nall  
percentage, only 5.32 percent, had not finished high scliool. A significantly larger 
percentage, 5 1.07 percent, had at least a Bachelor's degree with another 14.47 percent 
receiving at least an Associates degree. Table 10 shows that attainment of a college 
























Figure 18: Education level of landowners. 
Responses to the question of occupation were varied and diverse. Six 
categories were provided based on those listed in the year 2000 United States Census. 
In addition, landowners were give11 the opportunity to write in a free response in the 
case of their occupation falling outside the provided categories. Figure 19 displays the 
percentages for the established categories. Other occupations, as established by free 
response answers, included academiclteacher, artistlauthor, government, non-profit 
employeelland co~~~servation, military, and other self employed workers. 
Figure 19: Occupations of su w e y  respondents. 
There was 110 significant correlation between occupation and interest in 
cooperatives as displayed in Table 11.  For the purposes of examining expected 
differences, occupation categories were grouped into 4 larger categories including 
"farming, fisbing, and forestry", "other blue-collar", "retired," and "other." The group 
"other blue collar" included construction, extraction, and maintenance occupations, 
productio~~, transportation and material moving occupations, and some service 
professions. 'The "other" category included occupations usually classified as "white- 
collar", including management, professional and related occupations, sales and office 
occupations, and some service occupations. The free-response occupations were 
grouped accordingly. 
Table 11: Chi-square correlation between lc~ndowner occupation and interest in 
the cooperative models. 
The final demographic question inquired about income levels. The income 
distribution is displayed in Figure 20. 
P-value 
.6020 




















Income Category I 
Figure 20: Combined annual household income for survey respondents as of 
2004. 
The inco~ne distribution was normal with 85 individuals out of the 470 
respondents choosing not to answer the question. As displayed previously in Table 
10, there was no apparent correlation between the income level of la~ldowilers and 
their interest in the forestry cooperatives. 
Section I F  Participation in Management programs 
In the final section of the survey, participants were asked to read three short 
descriptions of hypothetical cooperative models based on those described earlier. 
Landowners were then asked to rank their opinion of each organization. A value of 1 
would indicate that the landowner would definitely not join the specified cooperative; 
a value of 5 would indicate he or she would definitely Join. There was an option for 
the landowner to indicate that he or she had no interest in any of the cooperative 
organizations, following whicl~ they were given a free response space to indicate why. 
If a respondent marked a response for at least 1 program, and failed to mark a 
response for the others, it was assumed that the landowner had no interest in those left 
blank and a score of 1 was assigned. The ranl<ing results are displayed in Figure 21. 
L3 The Networl< 
!H The Woods Bank 
Rank 1 
Figure 21: Landowner ranking scores for individual cooperative programs. 
Based on response ranltings, the Network inodel appears to be tlie most 
popular, followed by the Marketing model. The Woods Bank was the least popular of 
the three. Out of 470 respondents, 186 individuals or 39.57 percent indicated that they 
had no interest in any of the models described. Response percentages for the three 
models are presented in Figures 22, 23, and 24. 
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Figure 22: Landowner lilteliness of joining the Network cooperative. 
Figure 23: Landowner lilteliness of joining the Woods Banlt cooperative. 
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Figure 24: Landowner lilteliness of joining the Marketing cooperative. 
Follo~ving the ranking question for each cooperative, respondents were asked 
to indicate the extent to which their ljl<elihood ofjoi~iing would increase if they had 
the opportunity to observe an established cooperative in operation for at least 5 years. 
Percentage results for each cooperative niodel are displayed in Figures 25 ,26 ,  and 27 
Figure 25: Increase in landowner willingness to join the Network after viewing it 
in operation. 
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Figure 26: Increase in landowner willingness to join the Woods Bank after 
viewing it in operation. 
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Figure 27: Increase in landowner willingness to join the Marketing Cooperative 
after viewing it in operation. 
The percentage of landowr~ers who felt their level of interest would increase 
after viewing an established cooperative varied by n~odel. Still the least popular, 
5 1.19 percent of respondents stated their interest level would liltely not rise at all even 
if given the opportunity to view a Woods Bank program in operation. Ol~ly 6.6 
percent of landowners stated a likely increase in Woods Banlc interest following 
viewing. Remaining the most popular, 29.1 5 percent of landowl~ers tated their 
interest level would further increase following observation of a landowner Networlt. 
Furthermore, 25.1 1 percent stated their interest in a Network would not at all increase 
percent stated their interest in a Network would not increase at all following viewing. 
In regards to .the Marketing Cooperative, 30.40 percent of landowners stated their 
level of interest would not increase at all after viewing an existing operation, while 
18.5 1 percent stated their interest level would liltely increase. 
Landowners were also aslted to indicate their participation in any 
organizations similar to the models presented in the survey. 111 total, 37 individuals 
were active participants in similar organizations. The majority, 32 individuals, were 
members of SWOAM. Three individuals indicated they were part of other fol-estry 
cooperatives similar to the n~odels with locations in Maine, the greater New England 
area and in New Mexico. In addition, landowners were aslted if they were active 
participants in any other environmental or sporting organizatioii. There was a free 
response space to indicate the group to which the landowner belongs. A variety of 
organizations were identified by the 106 landowners, (22.55 percent of the sample 
population), who are active participants in the groups. The most popular organization 
was SWOAM, as 48 other individuals identified that organization as a group 
dissilnilar from the models presented. Other popular organizations were the 
Sportsman's Alliance of Maine, the National Rifle Association, several conservation 
land trusts, and recreation groups mostly associated with snowmobiling. 
Survey respondellts were also asked if they had ever participated in any of the 
government cost-share programs available to woodland owners in the State of Maine. 
Laildowners were to indicate if they had participated in the Agricultural Conservation 
Program, the Stewardship Incentive Program, the Forestry Incentives Program, the 
Forest Stewardship Assistance Program, or the WoodsWISE Incentives Program. 
Figure 28 displays the number of landowlless who have participated in each available 
program. 
Agrici~lt~~ral Stewardsliip Forest Forest Woodw ise 
Conservation Incentive Incentives Stewardship Incentives 
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Figure 28: Landowner involvement in government cost-share programs. 
In total 147 landowners, 3 1.28 percent of the total sample, had participated in one of 
the programs with 52 of those landowners participating in more than one. 
As displayed in Table 12, there was a significant correlation between both 
involvement in other sporting and environmental groups and involvement in 
government cost-share programs and interest in a cooperative. The correlation may be 
attributed to the fact that those landowners involved ill sporting clubs, environmental 
groups, and cost-share programs represent the most active of all woodland owners 
and therefore the most lilcely to join and participate in another program if it suits their 
individual goals. 
Table 12: Chi-square correlation between landowner involvement in other 
sporting, or governmental cost share programs, and interest in the cooperative 
models. 
I Organization type 1 Degrees of I Chi-square value 1 P-value 
The final questions of the survey ask respondents to agree or disagree on a 5 
point scale with a series of questions designed to further exa~njne landowner 
priorities. Landowners were first asked if they would be i~lterested in worlting with 
neighboring landowners for the benefit of the larger ecosystem. It was stated in the 
ecosyste~n 111a11agement question that sucli an operation would require cooperation, 
and perhaps a reduction in the volume of periodic harvests to achieve broader goals. 
Landowners were asked their opinion on the iinpoi-tance of lteeping timber sale, 
logging, processing, and product sale income within the local con~nlunity. 
Furthermore, landowners were asked if they desired to have greater colitrol 
over the processing and sale of logs l~arvested from their land, and if they desired to 
jointly own a portable sawmill and other processing equipment as a means of 
achieving higher profits from the sale of value added materials. Tlie question 
regarding joint ownersliip of processjng facilities presented the realities of up-front 
investment costs, and time commitments related to those activities. The percentage of 













Figure 29: Landowner interest in working with neighboring landowners to 
benefit the larger forest ecosystem. 
Figure 30: Landowner desire to keep as much timber sale, logging, processing, 
and product sale income as possible in the local community. 
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Figure 31: Landowner desire to have greater control regarding how logs are 
processed and sold after they are removed from their land. 
Figure 32: Landowner interest in joint ownership of processing equipment and 
facilities. 
In total, 30.20 percent of the saniple population agreed they woi~ld be 
interested in cooperating for the purposes of ecosystem management even if it meant 
a reduction in harvest volumes. A similar proportion, 3 1.49 percent, disagreed and 
would not be interested in cooperation for purposes of ecosystem nlanageinent. A 
large percentage, 53.95 percent, agreed that as n~ucli timber sale and processing 
income as possible should stay within the local comnlunity, 16.84 percent disagreed. 
With regards to the handling of products following harvesting, 33.27 percent 
expressed interest in  achieving greatel. control while 22.97 did not. A s l ~ ~ a l l  but not 
inconsequential proportion, 18.08 percent, of landowners agreed that they would be 
interested in joint ow~lership of tiiilli~lg and processing facilities. A stronger 
proportion, 52.34 percent, expressed no interest in joint ownership and investment in 
equipment. 
The final questions were also designed to complement the questioils regarding 
the three cooperative models. I t  was expected that interest in the Networl< would be 
correlated with a desire to cooperate for the purposes of ecosystenl management, and 
the desire to keep value added within the local community. Likely interest in the 
Woods Bank would also be correlated to the desire to cooperate for the purposes of 
ecosystem management. It was anticipated that interest in the Marlteting Cooperative 
would be correlated to interest in owning processing facilities, the desire to have 
greater control over wood products once harvested, keeping value added within the 
local community, and cooperating for the purposes of ecosystem management. 
Results from the logistic regression models testing those correlations are displayed in 
Tables 13 to 18. 
The variables present in the regression models testing interest in the 
cooperative organizatio~~s were abbreviated to malce the tasks of data entry and 
analysis easier. The variables displayed include t.he possible reasons one would own 
forestland. including solitude and scenic enjoyment (SSE), the protection of nature 
and biological diversity (IVTBD), land investment (INVST), as part of a home or 
vacation home (HOME), for an estate to pass on to heirs (ESTATE), as a source of 
wood for personal business (WDFBUS), as a source for lion-timber forest products 
(NTFP), for the production of firewood (FIREWD), for the sale of sawlogs, 
pulpwood, and other timber products (SAW), for wildlife habitat (WLDIIAB), for 
hunting and fishing (HUNT), and for recreation other than hunting or fishing (REC). 
The planning horizon of landowners regarding timber production, wildlife 
habitat nianagement, and recreational management and trail development are 
abbreviated as (PH-tmbr), (PH-wJd), and (PH-rec) respectively. The age of the 
la~ldowner was entered as (Age). The education level of landowners, i n  the case of 
this analysis a binary variable separating those with college degrees from those who 
did not have one, was abbreviated as (Educa). The variable of whether a landowner 
holds residence within I mile of his or her woodlot was abbreviated as (Reslmi-prcl). 
The variable of ownership structure, a binary variable separating those ownerships 
with one sole owner from those with more conipljcated structures, was listed as 
(OwnStruc). The variable (Urban) refers to whether the landowner was placed in the 
urban or rural stratum. 
Interest in ecosystem management, interest in keeping value added within the 
local community, interest in maintaining more co~itrol of harvested wood once cut, 
and interest in the collective ownership of processing facilities were abbreviated as 
(Int-ecomgt), (Int-local-inc), (Int-log-cntr), and (Int-pro-equip) respectively. 'he 
binary variable of whether or not a landowner had participated in a government cost- 
share program in the past was abbreviated as (PrtGovt). The presence of financial 
goals and non-financial goals within the management plans of landowners were 
abbreviated as (Plan - have-fingoals), and (Plali-have-nonfingls) respectively. 
Table 13: Parameter estimates of logistic regression testing the correlation 
between Network interest and landowner characteristics. 
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Table 14: Odds ratio estimates of logistic regression testing the correlation 
between Network interest and landowner characteristics. 
As indicated by Table 13, interest i n  the Network model was positively 
correlated to interest in ecosystem management, interest in Iteeping value added 
income within the local community, the ownership priority of protecting nature and 
biological diversity, and past participation in a government cost-share program. As 
shown in Table 14, the point estimate indicates that as a landowner indicated 1 Like13 
Scale increment higher regarding the protection of nature and biological diversity, he 
or she is approximately 27 percent more liltely to be interested in the Networlc. 
Similar relationships are apparent regarding the other positive variables and are 
displayed in the table. 
A surprising find, as displayed in Table 13, was that landowners who 
expressed interest in non-timber forest products were less liltely to be interested in the 
cooperative models. No previously published literature was found to support this 
finding. Given the small number of landowners who ranlted the production of 1101.1- 
timber forest products as a high priority, this finding is liltely a statistical artifact of 
the model. 
Tables 15 througli 17 display tlie results for similar regression models dealing 
with tlie correlations between the listed landowner characteristics and the other two 
cooperative programs. As displayed, the resulting correlations are logical given the 
nature and underlying goals of each organization. 
Table 15: Parameter estimates of logistic regression testing the correlation 
between Marketing cooperative interest and landowner characteristics. 
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Table 16: Odds ratio estimates of logistic regression testing the correlation 
between Marketing cooperative interest and landowner characteristics. 
Interest in the Marketing Cooperative model is correlated to both recreatio~~ as
a management priority, and a long-term planning horizon for recreational 
development. This finding implies that landowners may view this type of an 
organization as a way to expand recreational opportunities, likely trail development 
rather than hunting or fishing opportunities. A similar correlation was discovered 
regarding cooperative forestry prograins in general, and will be presented following 
the analysis of tlie Woods Bank model. 
Other logical correlations were found regarding this particular cooperative 
model. Interest in the Marketing Cooperative was positively correlated to interest in 
both, Iteeping value added within the local comn~unity, and joint, collective 
ownership of wood processing facilities. These two priorities are implied in the 
missioli and overall goals of tlie Marketing Cooperative. The findings, therefore, are 
logical. 
Interestingly, interest in the Marltetil~g Cooperative was not correlated to the 
priority of protecting nature and biodiversity, nor was it correlated to the desire to 
cooperate for the purposes of ecosystem management. These priorities were 
positively correlated to interest in the other two cooperative organizations and 
cooperatives in general, as will be shown. These findings are an illustration of the 
fundamental differences among the three model organizations, specifically between 
the Marketing Cooperative and tlie other two model organizations, and the variable 
priorities of landow~lers who may be interested in one cooperative organizatioii and 
not the others. 
Table 17: Parameter estimates of logistic regression testing the correlation 
between Woods Bank interest and landowner characteristics. 
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Table 18: Odds ratio estimates of logistic regression testing the correlation 
between Woods Bank interest and landowner characteristics. 
Similar to the Network model, interest in the Woods Bank was positively 
WLDHAB 
IHIINT 
correlated to a desire to protect nature and biological diversity, and an interest in 
cooperating for the purposes of ecosystem management. The likelihood of a 
0.906 
0.9 1 1 
landowner expressing interest in the organization increased approximately 50 percent 
and 60 percent respectively as that landowner rated the priorities of protectii~g nature 
0.69 
0.795 
and biological diversity, and ecosystem management 1 Likert Scale increment higher. 
1.189 
1.044 
Tables 19 and 20 display the results from the final regression model of tlie 
study. The final niodel attempted to examine how the variability regarding interest in 
any of the cooperative models can be explained by tlie full array of landowner 
characteristics. For the purposes of this final model, the level of interest in a 
cooperative model was coded as a binary variable. If a landowner indicated an 
interest level of 3 or higher for any of the described ii~odels, he or she was considered 
interested to some degree in one or n7ore if the cooperatives presented and was coded 
accordingly. 
Table 19: Parameter estimates of logistic regression testing the correlation 
between landowner interest in cooperatives and ownership characteristics. 
Table 20: Odds ratio estimates of logistic regression testing the correlation 
between landowner interest in cooperatives and ownership characteristics. 
Overall, the ownership priority of protecting nature and biological diversity 
was positively correlated to the interest in the models of cooperative forest 
lilanagement. This finding may indicate that the niodels presented offer what those 
landowners view as an environ~nentally friendly, or ecologically sound n~ethod of 
forest management. 
Interest in the cooperative models was correlated to landowners who 11ave a 
relatively long planning horizon for the development of recreation activities. This 
could be a cl~aracteristic of landowners who desire to manage their woodland for 
more than just timber. Landowners interested in recreation may also desire 
cooperation with neighbors to expand recreation activities and join trail networks. 
Past participation in government cost-share programs was positively 
correlated to interest i l l  the cooperative models. I t  may be that those who have 
utilized cost-share programs in the past are those landowners who are actively 
involved in the management of their land and desire even greater control, or 
cooperation with neighboring landowners. 
Again, interest in ecosystem management was correlated to interest in the 
cooperative models, as was interest in collective ownership of processing facilities. 
The ecosystenl nlanagenleht variable was liltely correlated for much of the same 
reasons the priority of protecting nature and biodiversity was positively correlated. I t  
is further apparent that landowners view a cooperative structure as a possibly 
effective way to jointly invest in, and utilize wood processing facilities. 
CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Small woodland owners in the State of Maine own forestland for a multitude 
of reasons. This study found that the IIIOS~ acknowledged reason for ownership is the 
solitude and scenic enjoyment associated with a forest setting. Other non-timber- 
related reasons, sucl~ as the maintenance of an estate to pass on to cl~ildren, the 
protection of nature and biological diversity, the maintenance of wildlife habitat, and 
recreation other than hunting or fishing were stated as in~portant reasons as well for 
owning forestland. These findings are in line with past research conducted on small 
woodland ownerships elsewhere in the country (Brunson et al., 1996; Stevens et al., 
1999). Timber production was one of a few priorities, (otllers included hunting and 
fishing, and land investment) that were stated as moderately important to woodland 
owners though rarely stated as the primary reason for ownersl~ip. 
Landowners interested in the cooperative programs presented in the survey, 
specifically those interested in the Network and Woods Bank models, were likely to 
rate the protection of nature and biological diversity as an in~portant reason for 
woodland ownership. This correlation was not found regarding interest in the 
Marketing Cooperative. Landowners who utilize long-term planning to accon~plish 
recreation goals were also likely to be interested in forestry cooperatives. These 
correlations advance the notion that landowners have diverse goals for their 
woodlands (Alig et al., 1990; Dennis, 1992). 
In general, landowners receive the majority of advice regarding their 
woodland from Maine licensed private consulting foresters working on their behalf. A 
moderate percentage utilized the assistance offered by Maine Forest Service 
Foresters. Most landowners are in contact with a forester at least once in every 10 
years and have harvested sotile amount of wood within the last 20 years. The sample 
population for this study is likely more active regarding management and harvesting 
due to the requirements under tlie Maine Tree G r o w l  Tax Program. Most 
landowners received t l~e  xpected alnoi~nt of coinpensation for their timber. In 
general, harvesting matched up with the goals outlined in the iuanagement plan and 
most landowners were content with the residual compositioi~, structure, and physical 
appearance of their woodlot following the harvest. There was no correlation between 
forester i~~volvement in the harvest or frequency of communication between the 
landowner and forester and landowner satisfaction with harvesting. 
Half of the survey respondents indicated they had 110 particular financial 
goals, while more than 80 percent indicated that they had non-financial goals. This 
finding may indicate that for a large portion of survey respondents, financial benefits 
are a secondary consideration to non-financial goals, a finding similar to Brunson et 
al., (1 996) and Stevens et al. ( 1  999). This finding does not suggest, however, that 
landowners are willing to reduce income for tlie sake of other woodland benefits. The 
majority of landowners felt their plan was adequate at addressing their financial and 
non-financial goals. Landowners who felt their plan failed to address their pasticular 
goals were not more likely to consider the cooperative progran~s. Therefore, the 
cooperative models were not seen as a better alternative by landowners who may be 
unsatisfied with their plan under the Tree Growth Tax Program. 
Tlie average size ownership in this study was 1 I I acres. T11ougli past researcli 
has indicated the importance of economies of scale to forest management (ROW, 
1978; Stralta et al., 1984; Tl~ompson and Jones, 198 I ) ,  landowners of snialler parcels 
were not significantly more interested in  cooperative management than larger 
landowners. The lack of correlation may lilcely be attributed to the 500 acre maximum 
land holding size for survey eligibility. It is also possible that landowners did not see 
the cooperative programs as effective ways of combating the difficulties associated 
with the management of slnall forest parcels. Furthermore, landowners liiay believe 
that management on a parcel of 1 1  1 acres is feasible without the addition of other 
parcels. 
A small percentage of landowners plan for timber, wildlife habitat, and 
recreational development more than 10 years in advance. In general, timber 
harvesting is planned furthest in advance, followed by wildlile habitat. Recreational 
developcnent had, on average, the shortest planning horizon. Consequently, long term 
planning for recreation n~anagement was significantly correlated with cooperative 
interest, indicating further the ability of cooperative programs to appeal to landowners 
wit11 woodland priorities aside from traditional timber and wildlife management. As 
previously addressed in the Results section, la~ldowners interested in recreational 
development limy view cooperative management as a means ofjoining trail systems, 
and expanding recreational opportunities. 
Most land holdings were sole ownerships or family partnerships. There was 
no correlation between ownership structi~re and interest in cooperatives. Tlie majority 
of landowners surveyed are Maine residents, though there were respondents from as 
far away as Washington State, with 1 international response. There was no correlation 
between proximity of residence to a woodland parcel and interest in the cooperative 
models. 
The average landowner was Inale and 59 years of age, close to the age of 65 
Best (2003) indicated as an age at which inheritance issues become apparel11 
regarding parcelization. Interestingly, no significant negative correlation was found 
between landowner age and interest in the cooperative models. Over 50 percent of 
landowners had achieved at least a Bachelor's degree. The education variable was not 
significantly correlated to interest in the models. Incon~e levels followed a normal 
distribution and were not significant indicators of interest in cooperatives. 
Furthern~ore, there was no significant correlation between occupation and interest in 
the cooperative models. 
111 general, landowners approached the idea of a cooperative with skepticism. 
Nearly 40 percent of those surveyed had no interest in cooperative management at all. 
Based on free response answers, the nlost common reason for not wanting to join was 
fear of losing independence and autonomy in management decisions. The most 
popular of the three programs was the Network, followed by the Marke~ing 
Cooperative, and then the Woods Bank. Specifically, landowners objected to the 
relinquishment of property rights under the Woods Bank program, rnalting it Ilighly 
unpopular, a finding similar to that reported by Dedrick et al., (2000). 
Network interest was correlated with a desire to work coope~*atively for the 
purposes of ecosystem management and the desire to keep value added within the 
local community. Landowners who held the protection of nature and biodiversity as a 
high priority were also more liltely to express interest in the Network. Lastly, an 
individual landowner who I~ad previously participated in a government cost-share 
program was more lil<ely to be interested in the Network. 
The Woods Bank was also correlated with a desire to cooperatively manage in 
an ecosystem context. The Marketing Cooperative was significantly correlated to the 
desire to own wood processing facilities, the desire to keep value added within the 
local community, a long-tern~ planning l~orizon for recreational developnient, and the 
ownership priority of recreation other than hunting or fishing. 
To sun~marize, the cooperative programs appealed to a small percentage of 
woodland owners whose ownership interests go beyond traditional timber 
management. If resource managers hope to imple~nent such a program on a large 
scale in Maine, property rights issues and individual management concerns must be 
addressed first. Based 011 the results of this study, the majority of small woodland 
owners enrolled in the Maine Tree Growth Tax program are content with their current 
management regime. 
In regards to small, private forest ownerships in Maine, the desire to retain 
property rights and the widespread strealc of independence possessed by those 
landowners are likely the two factors that most influence current management 
decisions. Based on both quantitative and qualitative data gained through the survey, 
many landowners in Maine own forestland because they value privacy and desire to 
manage free from outside interference. 
Tliougli the cooperative programs were not overwhelmingly popular, a 
significant amount of interest was apparent, especially regarding the Network model. 
The prograiils appear to be desirable for a small sub-population of niche landowners 
who view cooperation as the optimal way to achieve tlieir own goals for resource 
management. If a cooperative forestry organization were to develop cvitliin the state 
of Maine, organizers would first have to outline which management goals they are 
specifically hoping to endorse through cooperatio~i. The second step would be to find 
neighboring landowners with similar management goals and priorities. 
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APPENDICIES 
APPENDIX A 
INITIAL COVER LETTER 
December 14,2004 
Dear Maine Woodland Owner, 
As a private woodland owner in the state of Maine you are invited to 
participate in a research project I am conducting as a graduate student in the Forest 
Management Department at the University of Maine, Orono. The purpose of this 
research is to determine the amount of intel-est among Maine forestland owners 
regarding cooperative forestry associations and landowner assistance programs. The 
goal of this study is to provide informatiol~ to forest Imanagers that would allo\v them 
to better serve the specific needs of private forest landowners throughout the state.. 
Enclosed is a brief survey that should take approximately 10 minutes to fill 
out. Participation is voluntary and you may skip questions you do not wish to answer. 
Your name will not appear directly on any documents during the study and the data 
will be kept locked in my office. The only other individual who will have access to 
the survey responses is Dr. David Field, my faculty advisor and Chair of the Forest 
Management prograin at the University of Maine, Orono. All survey data will be 
destroyed followi~lg the conclusion of the study which will last no longer than 1 year. 
Business reply envelopes with postage have been provided for your convenience. A 
summary of the research results are available upon request. If you have any questions 
about the study feel free to contact me at the number or address below. All questions 
regarding your rights as a survey participant should be directed to Gayle Anderson, 
Assistant to the University of Maine's Protection of Human Subjects Review Board, 
at (207) 58 1 - 1498 or e-mail C~~1~le.~411de1~so1i'u~~11iiit.1nai11e.ec~i1. 
Sincerely, 
Brian Schneider 
Department of Forest Management 
'University of Maine 
5755 Nutting Hall 
Orono, ME 04469-5755 
(207) 58 1-3794 
1:3rian.Schncic~r!;i,un?i t.rr~ai~~e.edu 
APPENDIX B 
SECOND COVER LETTER 
April 1,2005 
Dear Maine Woodland Owners, 
Enclosed is a second, and final copy of the survey regarding management 
alternatives for private woodland owners in the state of Maine. Many of you have 
filled out and returned the survey included in the original February mailing. Some 
individuals have contacted me directly requesting another copy of the survey. 
It is important to note that ifyou /rave sent the survey back already, or you crre 
Linscrre wltetl~er or not YOLI  Irnve, plense DO NOTfill it out ngcri~z. 
To protect confidentiality the surveys come back without nalnes attached and it is 
i~npossible to determine who has sent the survey back and who has not. In order to 
avoid recording the same answers twice, it is important that you send only one 
survey. Again, this second survey copy is for those who have not previously filled 
one out and would still like the oppol-tunity to do so. If you have sent a survey in 
already, or you are still uninterested in participating I apologize for this 
inconvenience and thank you all for your patience and cooperation. If you liave any 
further questions please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 
Sincerely, 
Brian Schneider 
Department of Forest Management 
University of Maine 
5755 Nutting Hall 
Orono, ME 04469-5755 





WOODLAND OWNER COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT SURVEY 
Please fill out the following questionnaire as  accurately as  you can and return your 
completed questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. 
SECTION 1: Why do you own woodland? 
Q-1 Please indicate how important each of these reasons for land ownership is to you as a 
woodland owner in Maine. Circle ONE response on the scale of I to 7 for EACH reason, 
where I indicates "not important" and 7 indicates "very i~iiportant". 
NOT VERY 
1lVlPORTANT l MPORTANT 
A Sol i t~~de  and scenic enjoyment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
B To protect nature and biological diversity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
C For land investment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
D As part of ~ n y  home or vacation home 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
E Estate to pass on to children or otlier heirs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
F To supply wood for my business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
G For collection of non-timber forest oroducts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
H For production of firewood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
I For sale of sa~vlogs, pulpwood or other timber prodc~cts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
J For wildlife habitat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
K For hunting or fishirlg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
L For recreation other tlia~i liuntiri.q or fisliing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
M Other (please specify) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
Q-2 Which of tlie above reasons (A-M) do you consider to be the most impor-tant reason 
for owning your woodland? (Please enter one letter (A,B ...- M).) 
SECTlON 11: Forest management ant1 harvesting 
Q-3 From which source do you receive the majority of advice rega~.ding the 117anagelnent 
of YOLII- woodland? (Please check one box.) 
LICENSED PRIVATE CONSULTING FORESTER 
MAINE FOREST SERVICE FORESTER 
FORESTER FROM A COMPANY THAT PRODUCES FOREST PRODUCTS 
LOGGIIVG CONTRACTOR 
A NON-PROFLT ORGANIZATION 
OTHER FOREST LANDOWNER, NEIGHBOR, OR FRLEND 
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) 
DO NOT SEEK ADVICE 
Q-4 How often are you in contact with a Maine Licensed Professional Forester to seek 
information or  management services? (Please cliecli one box.) 
IMORE THAN ONCE EVERY 5 YEARS 
EVERY 5 YEARS 
EVERY 6 T O  I0 YEARS 
LESS OFTEN THAN EVERY 10 YEARS 
NEVER 
Q-5 In tlie absence of the Maine Tree Growth Tax Program, would you still maintain a 
managetilelit plan outlining the specific goals for your property? 
YES 
N O  
Q-6 When is the last t ime you harvested or  had someone else harvest sawlogs, pulpwood, 
or  any other forest product from your land? (Please cliecli one box.) 
LESS THAN 1 YEAR AGO 
WlTHlN 1 T O  5 YEARS 
WITI-IIN 6 T O  I0 YEARS 
WITHIN I I T O  20 YEARS 
1 HAVE N O T  HAD WOOD HARVESTED WITHIN T H E  PAST 20 YEARS 
gyozi huve NOT HAD WOOD HARVESTED ~.vitl?in the pasf 20 years skip to 
Q-14 
Q-7 Was a Maine Licensed Professional Forester involved in your most recent harvest? 
YES 
N O  
Q-8 If Y ES, wliom was the Maine Licensed Professional Forester working for? (Please 
check all that apply.) 
WORKING DIRECTLY FOR YOU ON YOUR BEHALF 
WORKING FOR T H E  LOGGER 
WORKING FOR 'THE FOREST PRODUCTS COMPANY T H A T  BOUGHT 
WOOD DURING T H E  SALE 
WORKING FOR A PUBLIC AGENCY OR NON-PROFIT 
Q-9 Was the price you received for the forest products produced from this harvest riiore 
than you expected, as you expected, or less than you expected? (Please check one box.) 
MORE THAN YOU EXPECTED 
AS EXPECTED 
LESS THAN YOU EXPECTED 
For question I 0  please circle one response on the scale o f  I to 5 ,  where I nieans "not 
satisfied" and 5 means "very satisfied". 
Q-10 Following your most recent timber harvest, how satisfied were you with the pliysical 
appearance o f  Y O L I ~  woodlot? (Please circle one response.) 
N O T  VERY 
SATlSFlED SATISFIED 
1 2 3 4 5 
For questions I I and 12 please circle one response on the scale o f  1 to 5, where 1 indicates 
that the harvest "did not meet expectations" and 5 indicates that the harvest did ' ' f~t l ly meet 
expectations". 
Q-11 Following your most recent timber harvest, did the remaining forest composition 
(different tree species) meet your expectations? (Please circle one response.) 
D l  D N O T  MEET FULLY M E T  
EXPECTATIONS EXPECTATIONS 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q-12 Following your niost recent timber harvest, did tlie reniaining forest structure 
(different tree sizes and ages) meet you expectations? (Please circle one response.) 
D l  D N O T  MEET FULLY M E T  
EXPECTATIONS EXPECTATI ONS 
1 2 3 4 5 
For question 13 please circle one response on the scale o f  I to 5, where I indicates that tlie 
harvest" did not match intentions" described in  your management plan and 5 indicates that 
the harvest " f ~ ~ l l y  matched intentions ". 
Q-13 Overall, to what extent did the harvesting that was conducted 011 your property match 
up with the intensions described in YOLII. management plan? (Please circle one response.) 
D l  D N O T  M A T C H  FULLY MATCHED 
INTENTIONS INTENTIONS 
I 2 3 4 5 
If you circled 1 or 2 in response to Question 13, briefly explain any mismatch between the 
objectives and proced~~res described in your management plan and what was carried out 
d ~ ~ s i n g  y o ~ ~ r  most recent harvest. 
Q-14 Overall, how would you rate the effectiveness of youl. management plan at achieving 
the,financiai goals you Iiave set for your woodlot? Please circle one response on the scale of I 
to 5 ,  where 1 indicates that your management plan is "not effective" at achieving the 
,fincrncial goals you have set for your property and 5 indicates that your management plan is 
"very effective" at achieving thefinnncial goals yo11 have set. 
NOT VERY 
EFFECTIVE EFF ECTlVE 
I 2 3 4 5 
1 HAVE NO PARTICULAR FINANCIAL GOALS 
Q-15 Overall, how would you rate the effectiveness of your management plan at 
addressing yous non-finnncinl goals, s~lch as wildlife habitat or scenic beauty? Please circle 
one response 011 the scale of I to 5 ,  where 1 indicates that Y O L I ~  management plan is "not 
effective" at achieving the no~~f inancia l  goals you have set for your property and 5 indicates 
that YOLII. management plan is "very effective" at achieving tlie non~jinancial goals you have 
set. 
NOT VERY 
EFFECT1 VE EFFECTIVE 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 HAVE NO PARTICULAR NON-FINANCIAL GOALS 
SECTION 111: Ownership profile 
Q-16 In total, how Inany acres of woodland do you o\.vn i n  Maine? 
Q-17 Which categosy best describes the ownership of you1 woodland? (Please clieck one 
box.) 
I AM THE SOLE OWNER 
I SHARE OWNERSHlP WlTH SOMEONE IN M Y  IMMEDIATE 
HOUSEHOLD 
I SHARE OWNERSHIP WlTH A FAMILY MEMBER OUTSIDE MY 
IMMEDIATE HOUSEHOLD 
I SHARE OWhIERSHIP WlTH A NON-FAMILY BUSIlVESS ASSOCIATE 
Q-18 WIiat is the total acreage o f  your largest woodland parcel ? ( vyou  own connecled 
par.cel.s, please indicate the combined acreage) (Please check one box.) 
I 0  T O  49 ACRES 
50 T O  99 A C R E S  
U I00 TO 500 ACRES 
M O R E  T H A N  500 ACRES 
Q-19 I n  what state is your primary residence? 
Q-20 Is your pri~nary residence ~ \ ~ i t l i i n  1 mile o f  any o f  your \woodland parcels? 
YES 
N O  
Q-21 Do you have a vacation home or camp within 1 mile o f  any o f  your woodland 
parcels? 
YES 
N O  
Q-22 How long have ~ O L I  owned woodland in Maine? (Please check one box.) 
1 YEAR O R  LESS 
2 T O 5 Y E A R S  
6 T 0  I 0  YEARS 
I I T O 2 0  YEARS 
M O R E  T H A N  20 YEARS 
Q-23 How far in advance do you typically plan for the following activities on your largest 
woodlalid parcel? (Please check one box for each category.) 
TIMBER HARVESTING 
N O T  PLANNED IN ADVANCE 
LESS T H A N  5 YEARS IN ADVANCE 
6 T O  10 YEARS IN ADVANCE 
1 1  T O  20 YEARS IN ADVANCE 
M O R E  THAN 20 YEARS IN ADVANCE 
WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT 
N O T  P L A N N E D  IN ADVANCE 
LESS  T H A N  5 YEARS IN ADVANCE 
0 6 T O  I0  YEARS IN A D V A N C E  
1 1 T O  2 0  YEARS IN ADVANCE 
M O R E  THAN 20  YEARS IN ADVANCE 
RECREATIONAL TRAILS OR OTHER RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
N O T  PLANNED 11'4 ADVANCE 
LESS T H A N  5 YEARS IN ADVANCE 
6 T O  I0  YEARS IN ADVANCE 
1 1 T O  2 0  YEARS IN ADVANCE 
M O R E  THAN 20  YEARS IN ADVANCE 
Q-24 What is your  age? 
YEARS O L D  
Q-25 What is your gender? 
M A L E  
FEMALE 
Q-26 What is the highest level o f  education you have received? (Please check one box.) 
LESS T H A N  9TH G R A D E  
9TH T O  1 2TH GRADE,  N O  DIPLOMA 
HIGH S C H O O L  G R A D U A T E  (OR EQUIVALENCY) 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE 
BACHELOR'S  DEGREE 
G R A D U A T E  OR PROFESSIONAL DEGREE 
Q-27 Which o f  the fo l lowi i~g categories best describes your  occupation? (Please check one  
box.) 
MANAGEMENT,  PROFESSIOIVAL AIVD RELATED OCCUPATIONS 
SALES A N D  OFFICE OCCUPATIONS 
FARMIlVG, FISHING, A N D  FORESTRY OCCUPATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION,  EXTRACTION A N D  MAINTENANCE OCCUPATIONS 
SERVICE OCCUPATIONS 
PRODUCTION,  TRANSPORTATION,  A N D  MATERl  A L  M O V I N G  
OCCUPATIONS 
OTHER 
Q-28 What was  you^ coinbi~~ed annual I~ousehold incon~e in 2004? (Please cliecl< one box.) 
LESS THAN $10,000 
$10,000 TO $1 4,999 
$15,000 TO $24,999 
$25,000 TO $34,999 
$35,000 TO $49,999 
$50,000 TO $74,999 
$75,000 TO $99,999 
$100,000 TO $ 1  49,000 
$ 1  50,000 TO $199,000 
$200,000 OR MORE 
SECTION IV: Participation in management programs 
For the following section, please read the short description given for each of the three 
hypotl~etical cooperative forest management organizations. The answers given to tlie 
questions following the descriptions a re  to be used to better understand the interests 
and priorities of small woodland owners throughout Maine, and to better meet the 
management needs of those landowners. 
Organization A: "The Network" would consist of a network of s~nall woodland owners, 
professional foresters, loggers, truckers, sawlnills and craftsmen. The organization, a non- 
profit group, woi~ld serve to connect professionals witli local landowners as a means of 
keeping as ~nuch timber sale income as possible in  the local com~nunity. The organization 
would reco~nniend foresters and conduct education programs for landow~~ers to raise 
awareness regarding environmental concerns and responsible harvesting practices. 
Landowners would sustain higher management costs and usually harvest lower volurnes of 
wood based on lower impact, ecologically sensitive forestry designed to iniprove the overall 
condition of your woodlot. The organization would rely on receiving a higher price for 
products, produced locally in an ecologically responsible way, which would be marketed 
under the brand name of the organization. 
Organization B: "The Woods Bank" would essentially require you as a landowner to 
permanently "deposit" your right to grow and manage timber on  you^ land. In  exchange you 
would be guaranteed an annual dividend of 3-5 percent of the market value of your timber. A 
non-profit conservation organization would manage the land, along \vitli adjacent lands at a 
larger, ecologically sensitive landscape scale, liarvesting as they see fit. You woi~ld retain all 
other land rights so long as those rights do not interfere witli timber nianagernent on tlie land. 
Organization C: "The Marketing Co-Op" would be a for-profit organization comprised of 
landowners in your geographic area. Landowners would have tlie opportunity to invest in the 
infiastr~~cti~re and expertise necessary to manage, harvest, process, and sell a full range of 
wood products from their lands. Tlie Co-Op would employ resource professionals, own 
processing and drying facilities, and be responsible for finding markets for products. An 
elected board of directors and a General Manager \vould facilitate Co-Op decision making in 
which all landowners would have 1 vote. Adjacent landowners c o ~ ~ l d  t i~ne  harvests to share 
logging and associated costs. Landowners would receive tlie full profit from timber sales and 
added income from the sale of "finished" products through the Co-Op, and possibly a 
dividend from the Co-Op as deter~nined by tlie board of directors. 
Q-29 If all three organizations were to start LIP in  your area, how likely would you be to 
join each of them? Circle one response for each organization on the scale of I to 5 where 1 
means "definitely not join" and 5 means "definitely join". 
DEFINITELY DEFINITELY 
NOT JOIN JOIN 
ORGANIZAl'ION A THE lVETWORI< 1 2 3 4 5  
ORGANIZATION B THE WOODS BANK 1 2 3 4 5  
ORGANIZATION C THE MARI<ETING CO-OP 1 2 3 4 5  
NONE OF THE ABOVE (NOT INTERESTED IN ANY OF THE DESCRIBED 
ORGANIZATIONS) 
If yo11 checlted NONE OF THE ABOVE (NOT INTERESTED IN ANY OF THE 
DESCRIBED ORGAlVIZATIONS) please explain your primary reason for laclc of interest. 
Q-30 Assume that all three organizations were established i n  your area and have been 
operating for at least 5 years. As a result, you have had the ability to observe how they 
operate and learn how they function. To what extent do you believe your willingness to join 
these organizations would increase after observing tlie organizations directly. Circle one 
response for eacli organization on the scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means your willingness to join 





ORGAhIIZATION A THE NETWORK 1 2 3 4 5  
ORGANIZATION B THE WOODS BANI< 1 2 3 4 5  
ORGANlZATlON C THE MARKETING CO-OP 1 2 3 4 5  
Q-31 Are yo11 currently part of an organization similar to those mentioned above? 
13 YES 
N O  
+gNO skip lo Q-33 
Q-32 Tlie organization 1 participate in is most like: 
A, T H E  1'4 ETWORIC 
B, T H E  WOODS BANK 
13 C, THE MARICETING CO-OP 
Q-33 Are you an active member o f  other landowner environmental or  sporting 
organizations? If Y ES, please record tlie name(s) of tlie organization(s) in tlie space below. 
YES 
Q-34 Have you ever used or participated in any of the followilig government sponsored 
programs or  events related to forest management? (Check all that apply) 
AGRICULTURE CONSERVATION PROGRAM (ACP) 
STEWARDSIHIP INCENTIVE PROGRAM (SIP) 
FOREST INCENTlVES PROGRAM (FIP) 
FOREST STEWARDSHIP ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (FSA) 
WOODSWlSE INCENTIVES PROGRAM 
Please answer the following statements by circling one response to each question on the five 
point scale, where 1 means "strongly disagree" and 5 means "strongly agree". 
STRONGLY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q-35 I would be interested in working with neighboring landowners to benetit the larger 
forest ecosystem even if it meant coordinating management activities and perhaps a 
reduction in the volume harvested during periodic cutting operations on my land. 
Q-36 Keeping as much timber sale, logging, processing, and product sale income within 
the local comliiunity should be an iniportant consideration in  forest management. 
Q-37 I would like to have greater control regarding how my logs are processed and sold 
after they are removed from my land. 
Q-38 1 would be interested in joint ownership of a small, portable sawmill, and kiln drying 
facility which woilld allow me and my neighbors to achieve higher profits than usual from 
our timber sales even if it niearit an upfront i~ivestme~it for equipment, and would require time 
or money to hire or train equipment operators. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your assistance is very much 
appreciated. If there is anything else you would lilte to tell us about this survey o r  
cooperative forest management, please do so in the space provided. 
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